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Building Bridges between Rovaniemi and 
Yamaguchi  
this book, “Collaboration and Co­Creation in Clothing Design 
Utilizing Regional Resources: Japan × Finland + the World”, 
was written by Professor Yumiko Mizutani, and her passion 
and enthusiasm for fashion design is evident throughout 
all six chapters of the book. Yamaguchi Prefecture may 
not be renowned as a location for research into fashion, 
but Professor Mizutani has faced up to this challenge and 
continued to create and exhibit collections of her designs. Her 
work has provided a foundation for collaboration between 
Yamaguchi Prefectural University and University of Lapland, 
for exchanges between Yamaguchi City and Rovaniemi City, 
and furthermore, has encouraged the activities of students, 
both in Japan and overseas.
YPU’s mission is to combine academic research with social 
cooperation in order to make a contribution to the region. As 
a “community­based university”, YPU produces graduates 
who understand the needs of the local area and become 
active in international society. One of the fundamental aims 
of YPU is that the fruits of research should be returned to 
the region, and one measure of the true value of Professor 
Mizutani’s work is that she has used her knowledge of the 
resources of Yamaguchi to create an original clothing culture 
for Yamaguchi Prefecture. Professor Mizutani’s talent for 
design is by no means exhausted, and the future will surely 
bring her further success in her field.
It is hoped that Finland will act as a foothold for this 
research to spread to the rest of the world.
ロヴァニエミ市と山口市との架け橋に  
この度、「Collaboration and Co-Creation in Clothing Design Utilizing 
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Cultural Dialogue
University of Lapland, including its Arctic Centre, has done 
extensive co­operation with several Japanese universities for 
many years. the goals of this co­operation are based on similar 
social challenges like aging populations and high technological 
know­how as well as worries about environmental problems 
and interest about arctic issues. Mobility of students, teachers 
and researchers is on the increase, especially in Faculty of 
Art and Design. One of the strategic partners of University of 
Lapland is Yamaguchi Prefectural University. Both universities 
are developing their cooperation towards strategic goals and 
producing new knowledge through new kinds of working 
methods and research­oriented design workshops.
In Spring 2007, I had the opportunity to host for the first 
time professor Yumiko Mizutani and her student group who 
were visiting University of Lapland’s Faculty of Art and Design 
and participating in the university’s annual fashion show with 
Japanese student’s works. that is how our co­operation 
began and started to developed into highly interesting, 
innovative, fruitful and significant new methods of producing 
design solutions and products and, above all, research 
oriented workshops. 
During 2009­2016, the joint Japan­Finland workshop 
established its place as a rewarding and memorable joint 
project for students from both countries. the cooperation has 
been especially visible in the Fashion Shows in Yamaguchi 
and during Arctic Design Week in Rovaniemi, where the 
products are directly linked to sustainable arctic design, which 
has been the main theme of all workshops including those 
with different current topics. these themes were planned and 
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Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas for each workshop. Also several 
exhibitions were arranged both in Rovaniemi and Yamaguchi 
to show the outcomes of the joint workshops. At the same 
time, student and teacher exchange has expanded between 
the two universities. 
thinking about the outcomes of these workshops and 
working together for years, one must emphasize that the 
cultural collaboration of the two countries and nationalities 
has been as important as the concrete products. Japanese 
and Finnish people quite obviously have many similar 
thoughts and ideas regarding design, sustainability, values, 
future challenges and goals of research. One cannot forget 
the encouraging support of the cities of Rovaniemi and 
Yamaguchi which were doing fruitful cooperation in tourism, 
design and helping small companies to market their products 
for exportation. In November 2016, an official agreement 
between the two cities was written and the two “Christmas 
Cities” will continue strong collaboration in future.
For me personally, the Japan­Finland Workshop has 
been research­oriented, educational, design­oriented and a 
cultural shower of different but somehow familiar traditions 
and cultures of clothing and fashion in Japan. I have the 
honor to thank all the participants, especially the teachers in 
both countries, who have given their expertise and effort to 
make these workshops possible. Of course, the key person 
of these workshops is Professor Mizutani, whose idea the 
whole process has been. She also made it possible for me to 
visit Yamaguchi Prefectural University, both getting to know 
the long traditions of Japanese clothing and Kimono culture, 
and giving lectures about Finnish clothing design as well as 
education and research of fashion and clothing design at the 
University of Lapland, Faculty of Art and Design. Professor 
Yumiko Mizutani made this distinct cultural dialogue between 
Japanese and Finnish clothing design and research possible.
I could subscribe to my colleague Sanna Konola’s take on 
visits in Japan and Yamaguchi; I took home experiences, such 
as amazing sushi plates, the silence in the old temple area, the 
colorful pictures of silky kimonos, the joy of soaking my feet in 
a hot spring on a cool December evening. to remind myself 
that truly good design endures time, I gave myself permission 
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this book focuses on the practical research in clothing 
design utilizing regional resources which was conducted 
at Yamaguchi Prefectural University (hereafter abbreviated 
as YPU) as well as collaborative research with Yamaguchi 
Prefecture. the main content is the “international collabora­
tive research” with Finland’s University of Lapland (hereafter 
abbreviated as UOL). As the above research utilizes regional 
resources, it is naturally accompanied by collaboration with 
people in the local area, as well as emphasis on the ways of 
thinking and the values of regional stakeholders in the co­
creation design process.
Since 1994, I have identified the creation of clothing culture 
originating from the community and worked to disseminate 
it both domestically and overseas through the excavation 
of further regional resources and the promotion of activities 
(including dress design) utilizing them. thus, in collaboration 
with local companies and administrative offices, we have 
been developing products, conducting fashion shows and 
aiming for local branding.
In Yamaguchi Prefecture, we have worked with local 
industries, academia and citizens in and around Yamaguchi 
City, Yanai City, Hagi City, and Nagato City on various 
projects to date. the philosophy that serves as the principle 
of regional branding is “sustainability”, which is now the 
main concept of the “Ethical Fashion” theme which has 
become frequently used in the fashion scene in recent years. 
Sustainability is also the basic theme of a series of workshops 
(hereafter abbreviated as WS) which YPU and UOL have 
been doing from 2009 to the present.
the use of regional resources in traditional culture and 
clothing culture in both the local regions and in the countries 
where both universities are located is influential in ensuring 
the sustainability of the living culture of local industry and 
the people supporting it. therefore, focusing on regional 
resources and people’s living culture in order to solve regional 
problems is an important viewpoint in the social design 
activities expected of university research.
The first WS at UOL in 2009 began with a presentation by 
me, in which I introduced the clothing culture of the Japanese 
kimono, such as its economical structure and usage. Next, 
participants were issued the task of creating designs with 
no waste while using Yamaguchi’s regional resources such 
as denim (processed) and Yanai­jima. In the second year, in 
addition to YPU’s materials, UOL provided handmade felt 
made in Finland as well as sophisticated reindeer leather for 
use in the participants’ designs.
Both during and after the utilization of the regional 
resources of both sides, we confirmed the differences and 
similarities between the two countries in such areas as the 
living culture of both sides, and the practices of clothing 
industries, including design ideas, the design process, 
production techniques, etc., thus giving us fresh new 
perspectives.
Since 2013, we have been incorporating the principles and 
methods of service design that UOL is now promoting into our 
ways of thinking and methods of clothing design. Particularly 
in the design process, the principles and methods of service 
design were effectively used for sharing our understanding 
of themes and setting persona.
In the same year, the Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and technology (MEXt) awarded YPU with 
its Center of Community (COC) grant, and with these funds, 
we were able to establish the “Life Innovation Research 
Team” (abbreviated as LIRT). One of our first steps was 
to incorporate the methods of SINCO (Service Innovation 
Corner), an audiovisual virtual environment developed by 
UOL, as an instrument using design methods for problem 
solving in the field of nursing and social welfare. We created 
a Mobile SPS (Service Prototyping System) with the same 
function as SINCO, and both universities used the similar 
Preface
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functions of both systems for prototyping WSs in the 
audiovisual virtual environments at UOL and YPU.
In product development with clothing design focusing on 
regional resources, collaboration with stakeholders such as 
local handicraft studios, apparel companies, local citizens, the 
local chamber of commerce and governmental administration 
organizations is necessary. the term “collaboration” used in 
this case means creative collaboration, thus, in this sense, 
“co­operative” and “co­creation” have an approximate 
meaning in this document.
I have collaborated with industry, academia, and local 
citizens through the media of fashion design repeatedly 
during my 23 years in Yamaguchi, and the scope of this 
research has naturally expanded to include “town planning” 
for regional revitalization with a natural flow. In this book, we 
introduce the concrete process and contents of the various 
projects carried out throughout the years, and go on to 
describe the results and problems with each one.
Because of the viewpoints discussed above, and because 
of the viewpoint of studying how uniquely collaborative 
research on clothes’ design and clothing can contribute to 
regional revitalization, the title of this book is “Collaboration 
and Co­Creation in Clothing Design Utilizing Regional 
Resources, Japan × Finland + the World.”
Tomio Mohri is a person who has had a great influence 
on me considering the concept of co­creation. Mr. Mohri 
established the concept of collaboration aesthetics in 
collaborative work of the clothing design domain, and has had 
remarkable results in many creative activities. Regarding the 
creative activities of Mohri, they are specifically mentioned in 
detail in my book, “Dramatic Space of tomio Mohri’s ­ Stage, 
Fashion, Art ­” (2006).
tomio Mohri has co­invented with a wide range of 
stakeholders, from ISSEY MIYAKE DESIGN StUDIO’s 
“MONOzUKURI” site to a presentation site for selling. In 
addition, he collaborates with artists from other fields in many 
performing arts such as super kabuki with the 3rd generation 
Ichikawa Ennosuke and modern ballet with Maurice Béjart. 
Collaboration and co­creation of things with expression in 
different languages, and technologies such as collaboration 
with artists from multiple disciplines and collaboration with 
real workers help to make personal ideas richer and open 
up new designs. the origin of the ideas for collaboration in 
this book goes back to the collaboration aesthetics of Mr. 
Mohri, and the concept of co­creation originates from service 
design.
 
Overview of Each Chapter
I 
Practical Research on Costume Design Utilizing  
International Exchange and Regional Resources
this chapter discusses the concepts and methods 
concerning clothing design which take advantage of regional 
resources. It gives several concrete examples, in particular 
the case of Yamaguchi Prefectural University Graduate 
School of Intercultural Studies, ahead of universities nation­
wide, creating a three­year program from 1999 entitled 
“Yamaguchi Culture Creation Shop Naru Naxeva”, which 
served as an educational program for industry, academia 
and government collaboration. Later, when staying as a 
visiting professor at the University of Art and Design Helsinki 
in Finland (now Aalto University) in 2002, I learned of 
the existence of their IDBM 
education program, which 
is practiced on a large scale 
in Finland, and which was 
very helpful to me in the 
design and implementation 
of my small­scale edu­
cational program.
IDBM is an acronym for 
Industry, Design, Business 
and Management, and is a 
program in which the na­
tional industrial, design and 
economics universities in 
Helsinki are given tasks from 
enterprises and look for solu­
tions together. Impressed 
by Finnish design educa­
tion and the relationship 1.
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between companies and universities, my interest in and 
respect for Finnish design has deepened.
Based on the above experiences, since 2003 we have 
gradually begun collaborative research with companies as 
well as concrete practical research. However, in the apparel 
industry in Yamaguchi, there are few company headquarters 
compared with other regions in Japan, and there are many 
cases in which there are only production factories for denim 
fashion brands. Since around 2000, when we started the 
fashion contest described in Chapter II, many apparel 
companies that had maintained factories in Yamaguchi have 
begun the process of transferring factories to China and 
other countries as the final step in their struggle to survive, 
similar to other industries.
In addition, traditional handicrafts like the tokuji hand­
made Japanese paper industry have already lost most of 
its local industrial power, in part due to a serious successor 
problem.
to promote industry­academic collaborative research, 
Yamaguchi’s stance to collaborate with industries related 
to regional resources is somewhat different from the 
design domain in Finland, as well as from the spectacular 
collaborative research conducted with domestic and foreign 
companies in the rest of Japan. By highlighting the traditional 
industries in the area, carefully picking up regional issues, 
and working to understand and visualize the diverse topics 
people in the region are dealing with, we are working to 




Clothing Design Utilizing Regional Resources
In this chapter, we examine regional resources from a 
sustainability viewpoint and discuss how we implemented 
clothing design using handmade paper made in the tokuji 
area of Yamaguchi City, which was once a local industry and 
was deeply intertwined in people’s traditional lifestyles. the 
activities in this project were tasks given by people in the area 
and we have involved the support of Yamaguchi Prefecture 
and Yamaguchi City in search for the solution since 2011. In 
2014, Yamaguchi City received subsidies from the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs and Communications. We did a wide range of 
activities with the local people, ranging from tree planting of 
Mitsumata plants, which are raw materials for washi paper, 
to product development for sixth sector industry. As the head 
of the product development department, I coordinated the 
creation, planning and production of exhibitions and fashion 
shows.
Next, since denim processing was recognized as 
a regional resource of Yamaguchi Prefecture, we also 
touched on clothing design that made use of denim. With 
the Yamaguchi Prefecture textile Processing Cooperative 
Association representing the regional apparel industry, I 
planned and managed “the Japan Fashion Design Contest 
In Yamaguchi (JFDC)” for young people across the country 
for 10 years from 2000 to 2009. From the second year in, 
we chose the theme of denim material for the fashion 
design contest, because many of the denim and fashion 
manufacturing plants representing West Japan are here in 
Yamaguchi Prefecture.
For the first time in holding the above contests, I began 
using denim as a basic material in my designs, but now 
one of my favorite expressive styles is to blend denim 
with traditional Yanai­jima, Kuga­chijimi and even tokuji 
handmade Japanese paper, etc.
In addition, although Hiroshima and Okayama prefectures 
are famous worldwide for the manufacturing of the denim 
material itself, Yamaguchi Prefecture was the manufacturing 
2.
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base for denim fashion. the manufacturing of denim fashions 
in Yamaguchi is now in decline due to factory relocations 
to China, but in 2006, the 21st National Cultural Festival 
Yamaguchi 2006 “Fashion Festival” (planned by the Fashion 
Design Promotion Committee) was held in Yamaguchi City, 
and knowledge of Yamaguchi’s role in the denim industry 
spread to the general public. Because a number of events 
involving citizens was carried out in the fashion festival, 
the presence of crafts and the apparel industry using 
denim material became known to both inside and outside 
Yamaguchi Prefecture. Also, through the ten fashion design 
contests, the recognition of the relationship between 
Yamaguchi and denim has increased in young people and 
industries across the country.
 
III 
Japan × Finland Workshop (JFWS)
Chapter III focuses on the “Japan 
× Finland Workshop” (hereinafter 
abbreviated as JFWS). In 2010, 
Kensuke Esato, President and Chair, 
Board of trustees of YPU (currently 
Chair, Board of trustees) visited UOL 
and signed an Academic Exchange 
Agreement with Mauri Ylä­Kotola, 
Rector of UOL. JFWS started from 
2009, but thanks to the academic ex­
change agree ment between the two 
universities, there became no 
doubt that it would be possible 
to continue every year until 
2016. this international col­
laborative research forms the 
core of the creative exchanges 
between meand Finland.
The first opportunity for 
academic creation exchanges 
with UOL was in 2006 when 
Professor Fumitaka Io (retired 
March, 2016) visited UOL 
during a training course in Finland and exchanged ideas in 
the fields of product design and fashion design. I heard of this 
plan and immediately showed my intention to participate. As 
a result, my laboratory got the opportunity to participate in 
the fashion show in the Faculty of Art and Design of UOL led 
by Professor Marjatta Hekkilä­Rastas.
the motivation for the students to participate became very 
high, so I looked for ways to continue the exchange even after 
the following academic year. Fortunately, YPU announced 
plans to start a grant project for international collaborative 
research as part of a university research strategy from 2009. 
therefore, I gathered seven teachers into a research team, 
developed an idea for the university’s design relationship as 
a 3­year plan, and asked Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas whether 
she was interested in becoming a partner for this international 
collaborative research. Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas 
responded to this request with a prompt reply, and the first 
JFWS was started in the autumn of that year. the signing of 
the academic exchange agreement between YPU and UOL 
in 2010 was a big boost or support for the continuation of our 
joint research and spread of activities to Yamaguchi City and 
Rovaniemi City.
After that, YPU received a grant from the Ministry 
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and technology 
“Supporting Global Human Resources Development Driving 
the Economic Society” for five years from the fall of 2012, 
establishing a motivational and economic foundation of 
international exchange. Receiving the benefits made it 
easier for teachers and students to move back and forth, 
and interactions in research and creation became popular 
through classes, lectures and WSs.
Works produced at the WSs have been displayed in 
exhibitions at fashion shows and museums in the local area of 
the universities. this chapter aims to give concrete examples 
of JFWS, and ponders the methods and results of the WSs 










Clothing Design and Service Design
Chapter IV focuses on collaborative research in adapting the 
principles and methods of service design to clothing design. 
Here we give examples of collaborative research with UOL 
and describe collaborative research of the Life Innovation 
Research team (LIRt) formed within YPU. 
In the latter, we took the principles and 
methods of service design and worked on 
research to solve problems and develop 
educational programs within the fields of 
nursing and welfare.
As a result of the grant from the Ministry 
of Edu cation, Culture, Sports, Science and 
technology “Supporting Global Human 
Resources Development Driving the Eco­
nomic Society”, several design­oriented 
teachers visited UOL from YPU in February 
2013 and par ticipated in a presentation of 
the Service Innovation Corner (SINCO) con­
ducted by UOL. In UOL, faculty and staff of 
product design had been building SINCO 
audiovisual virtual environments since 
around 2010, and already used service de­
sign as a method of education and regional problem solving.
Because it was just at a time when I was looking for issues 
commonly addressed by members of the three YPU faculties 
within in the university, I was immediately interested after 
listening to the SINCO story and I felt that the principles and 
methods of SINCO might be applicable for solving problems 
in the fields of nursing and welfare, so I suggested that 
service design be incorporated into our research here at YPU.
In May 2013, just as we began planning our research, we 
received additional funds from COC, and the Japan Chapter 
of the global Service Design Network (abbreviated SDN∙JC) 
started activities. Several WSs were held at the first meeting 
organized by SDN∙JC. In one WS, we practiced a prototyping 
method using an audiovisual environment. Later, the Service 
Design Laboratory of Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. (hereinafter 
abbreviated as DNP∙SDL), which was collaborating with 
the takeyama LAB of Keio University professor Masayoshi 
takeyama, was introduced at a conference of service design 
in Helsinki, and it was there that I heard the presentation 
on SINCO by UOL. As a result, DNP∙SDL devised a service 
prototyping laboratory (SPL) with takeyama’s laboratory 
takeyama LAB, which is a prototyping method type using 
performance (acting out). In this way I experienced this use 
of SINCO’s methods merely by chance but I was able to get to 
know the researchers and designers who 
were leading service design in Japan at this 
first SDN∙JC Conference and invite them 
to lecture meetings of COC research and 
to be lecturers at various WSs, thus giving 
all the research teams the opportunity to 
learn the characteristics of SINCO, which 
in turn brought about great potential for 
subsequent research.
Upon receiving guidance from SDL of 
DNP, the LIRt of our university constructed 
a movable device for a service design 
prototyping system (hereinafter referred 
to as SPS for short) having a function 
similar to SINCO. As a result, during the 
period from 2013 to 2014 when Professor 
Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas and a researcher 
specializing in service design visited YPU 
dispatched by UOL and Rovaniemi City, I was able to learn 
more about SINCO principles and facilitation of prototyping, 
role playing and methods of operation.
At the same time, through a case study on clothing 
design that adapted service design by students of UOL with 
Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas as the supervising professor, I 
was able to gain understanding of the method, process and 
significance of adapting service design to clothing design. 
then, after having experienced role playing in an audio­
visual environment at an introduction of SINCO at JFWS in 
UOL in 2013, persona setting and mood boards were made to 
prepare for clothing design. In order for participants between 
the two countries to hold WSs in groups, SINCO also worked 
to build consensus within the groups. this chapter focuses 
on these examples of creative research conducted by YPU’s 
LIRt and examples of WSs in UOL, and aims to examine the 




AGRI-ART FESTIVAL 2013-2016 and SUPER 
GLOBAL FASHION WS 2016
In Chapter V, we will introduce the collaborative research on 
farm work wear carried out since 2013 with Mrs. Akie Abe, 
wife of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. Here, while discussing the 
significance and possibilities of agriculture in Japan today, 
we are doing product development for farm work wear that 
young people would be interested in, entitled the Farm Girls 
Collection. As an activity serving as an extension of this 
research, we explain about the SUPER GLOBAL FASHION 
WS 2016 (hereinafter abbreviated as SGFWS 2016 for short), 
which was a clothing design exchange and collaboration 
workshop between five universities in five countries realized 
in November, 2016.
In the process of this collaborative research, I had an 
opportunity to make a presentation at the second Super 
Visions Conference supported by Akie Abe, and introduced 
the Farm Girls Collection shown at the AGRI­ARt FEStIVAL 
2016 (hereinafter abbreviated as AAF 2016) held in Nagato 
City. At that time I met Jun Shirai, director of the toshiba 
International Exchange Foundation. Later on, I met with 
Director Shirai in Yamaguchi and presented again on the 
contents of the Japan × Finland Workshops (JFWS) between 
UOL and YPU, activities to revitalize regional culture and 
agriculture through agricultural fashion, and he advised me 
to apply for a grant from the foundation.
After applying for grants in both the Asian and European 
areas, toshiba International Foundation granted research 
subsidies in both regions. In 2016, the eighth year of JFWS, 
we were able to expand our WS with UOL and YPU into a 
project between five countries. We invited guests and set 
up opportunities for presentation about the design activities 
of the five countries, and then held a WS to experience 
Japanese art and living culture, etc.
From the Asian region, guests from Qingdao University 
(Qingdao City, China) and Kyungnam University (Changwon 
City, Korea), both of which are academic exchange partner 
universities with YPU, participated. From the European 
region, UOL professors and students were joined by a 
professor and students from LISAA MODE (hereinafter 
abbreviated as LISAA) in Paris, France. this chapter focuses 
on the specific contents of SGFWS 2016 that brought 
professors and students from 4 universities in 4 countries to 
YPU.
Four works were created as a result of SGFWS 2016 
and the guests were introduced on the stage of AAF 2016. 
Also, the work of the faculty members and students from 
each of the four university’s home countries was exhibited to 
introduce international dress traditions to the local people in 
the lobby of Renaissa Nagato (Nagato City) where AAF2016 
was held. It was an opportunity to widen the perspectives of 
the over 700 spectators from in and around the area.
 
VI 
Rovaniemi Arctic Design Week 2017: “Dialogue 
with Nature from Yamaguchi Japan” Exhibition
Chapter VI focuses on the “Dialogue with Nature from 
Yamaguchi Japan” exhibition realized in ARCtIC DESIGN 
WEEK 2017 (hereinafter abbreviated ADW 2017 for short), 
which is an annual event in Rovaniemi. this exhibition was 
conceived when Yamaguchi City and Rovaniemi City signed a 
tourism exchange partnership agreement in November 2016.
I participated in the above­mentioned agreement signing 
ceremony, and at the subsequent exchange luncheon 
meeting, I proposed to Mayor Watanabe and Mayor Esko 
Lotvonen the plan of the above exhibition. the two mayors 
consented to cooperate on the spot, however, the preparation 
period was only about three months. Shortly after returning 
home to Yamaguchi City, the Yamaguchi Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry and YPU jointly launched an 
executive committee, mainly with the cooperation of local 
companies, such as Enza (a nordic gift shop in Yamaguchi) 
and designers (such as tokuma takebe), and it was through 
their extensive cooperation that we were able to realize this 
exhibition.
In Rovaniemi City, an YPU graduate school student Kai 
Sayoko, who was on a study exchange at UOL, served as 
a curator under the guidance of Professor Heidi Pietarinen 
of UOL. Due to all of their hard work and the cooperation of 
stakeholders in Rovaniemi City, it was a wonderful exhibition, 
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and YPU owes its thanks to former Rovaniemi City finance 
manager General Erkki Kautto, Mikael Kautto and Ulla 
Pirkola for their dedicated support. Erkki worked to support 
dispatching Santa Claus to Yamaguchi City regularly from 
2010, and when students of YPU implemented WSs at UOL.
the goal of the exhibition “Dialogue with Nature from 
Yamaguchi Japan” was to introduce the works and goods of 
artists, craftsmen and companies living in Yamaguchi City 
to the many people who visit ADW 2017 inside and outside 
Rovaniemi City, and also to conduct sales activities in order 
to develop various types of exchanges between the two 
cities, from tourism exchange to business exchange through 
crafts and design.
As already mentioned, Rovaniemi City has been 
intermittently dispatching Santa Claus to Christmas events 
in Yamaguchi (Christmas Creation contest section, Christmas 
Market, etc.) as well as introducing Rovaniemi’s tourism 
resources, designs, crafts and so on.
Meanwhile, in addition to the artists who actually 
participated in the ADW 2017 this time, because Enza 
planned tours for the general public, civic exchanges also 
began since the opening of the exhibition.
On the Yamaguchi City side, the executive committee is 
planning to continue implementation of this project for the 
next three years. I hope to see various collaborations of 
design by designers in both countries to be realized during 
this time. Already, a student study exchange between YPU 
and UOL is under way, and design exchanges by students 
have already been done. However, design exchanges based 
on business are in the future, and it can be said that holding 
an exhibition at ADW 2017 has made a big foothold for the 
future of our “co­creation”.
 
Looking Ahead
Clothing design that takes advantage of regional resources 
is a different way of designing from modes. In areas where 
this joint research has been conducted, the population and 
traditional industries are declining. the activities I have 
been doing with my colleagues and students, as well as 
with industry, administrative and local stakeholders, aim 
to pursue the sustainability of each area’s living culture at 
the same time as supporting the local industries in order to 
rediscover the richness of people’s lives, and contribute to 
the individualization of rural cities that have become unified, 
thus losing their local flavor.
However, there are many things that people in different 
organizations can do to collaborate, deepening their 
understanding through sustained activities, and realizing 
a rich cooperation. In aiming for co­creation combining all 
stakeholders, it is difficult to fully understand the contents 
and work with everyone’s schedules. In the WSs using 
SPS, I found that it was difficult to adjust the schedules of 
stakeholders who were members of society and to enable 
them to initiate co­creative opportunities themselves. At the 
same time, I realized that it is important to share ideas freely 
amongst stakeholders who are in similar situations, such 
as living and working in rural areas and in environments 
where business relationships are clearly established. In order 
to make it possible for all participants to fully participate in 
expressing themselves, or acting out, I noticed that it was 
necessary to use ice breaking techniques and to construct 
effective facilitation techniques for each task.
My future task is to establish methods for co­creation as 
mentioned above. It is a challenge to deepen research so 
that convincing results can be brought about by tasks and 
targeted facilitation, role­playing and prototyping that are 































































書のタイトルを「Collaboration and Co-creation in Clothing Design 





























































































Ⅲ章 で は 、「日 本 ×フィン ランド 　 ワー クショップ」（ 以 下 で 
は略してJFWSと記す）に焦点を当てる。2010年に山口県立大学 江里
健輔 President Kensuke Esato 理事長・学長（現理事長）がUOLを訪問


















































年の5月に世界規模のサービスデザインネットワーク Service Design 























































































座 Enza など）やデザイナー（竹部徳真 Tokuma Takebe など）の協力を
得て、実現に漕ぎ着けることができた。
ロヴァニエミ市ではUOLに交換留学中の大学院ゼミ生甲斐少夜子
Sayoko Kai が、UOLのヘイディ・ピエタリネン教授 Heidi Pietarinen の
指導の元でキュレータを務めた。また現地では、ロヴァニエミ市の関
係者の協力はもとより、元ロヴァニエミ市財務部長エルッキ・カウット



















































From the Exchange Between Yamaguchi Prefectural 
Art Museum and Helsinki City Museum to Discover 
Finnish Design 
My first encounter with Finland came about as a result 
of a sister­museum relationship established between the 
Yamaguchi Prefectural Museum of Art (YPMA) and Helsinki City 
Art Museum (HCAM) in 2000. YPMA is a prefectural institution, 
as is YPU, where I work as a professor of clothing design. the 
first joint exhibition between the two museums, “Sesshu and 
His Followers”, opened at HCAM in autumn 2000.
At that time, I was responsible for research and 
development at Naru Naxeva, a recently opened Yamaguchi 
Cultural Lounge. this institution came into being as a result of 
an industry­academic­public sector project, which started in 
1999 with the aim of developing merchandise utilizing regional 
re sources, and which was one of the pioneers of industry­aca­
demic­public sec tor 
pro jects in Japan. 
We rented a vacant 
shop in the main 
shopping district of 
Yamaguchi City, and 
renovated it into a 
satellite office of the 
graduate school of 
YPU as well as a 
shop. this project was launched with a number of aims: to 
offer a place for on­the­job training for postgraduates of 
the newly founded graduate division of the aforementioned 
university; to reduce the number of vacant shops in the local 
shopping arcade; to enliven the shopping district; and to 
promote local cultural development including international 
exchange. the organisations which participated in this project 
were Yamaguchi Prefecture, Yamaguchi City, the Yamaguchi 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Yamaguchi Clothing 
Production Association, Yamaguchi Prefecture Design 
Association, Yamaguchi City Shopping District Alliance 
Society, Nishimonzen Shopping District, and the Graduate 
School of Intercultural Studies at YPU.
the aim of the practical research in this project was to 
develop typical Yamaguchi fashion and sundry goods. 
therefore, we began the research using ‘Xavier and Ouchi 
Culture’, which is associated with Yamaguchi, as a starting point. 
During the course of this research, I became interested in the 
activities of the YPMA, which had held an exhibition on Sesshu 
in conjunction with HCAM. I found this particularly interesting 
because Sesshu’s paintings represented Ouchi Culture.
Consequently, it occurred to me that I should produce 
t­shirts which could be sold in the museum during the 
“Sesshu and His Followers” exhibition and to offer 
postgraduates the opportunity to design them. I managed 
to obtain permission from the HCAM through the YPMA. In 
order to create t­shirts linked to the exhibition “Sesshu and 
I
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His Followers”, the postgraduates and I used the national 
treasure “Sansuizukan” drawn by Sesshu as an inspiration 
and created an image for the t­shirts by using digital 
technology, paying particular attention to the colours blue 
and yellow – colours which Finns tend to favour.
the exhibition was held at Art Museum Meilahti, which is 
part of HCAM. As I wanted to see the actual spot where the 
t-shirts were being sold, I flew to Finland, which led to my 
first direct encounter with the universities in Finland and the 
beginning of our academic exchange.
The Exchanges With the Universities in Finland
I called on the University of Art and Design Helsinki 
(hereafter UIAH) on my first visit to Finland in 2000, and was 
attracted by the system of and environment for education 
there. Accordingly, having applied to the tokyo Foun dation 
for a grant which enables scholars 
to carry out research overseas, I 
was allowed to research at UIAH 
as a visiting scholar and stayed in 
Finland for six months from April to 
September in 2002.
During my stay, thanks to an 
introduction from Professor Piippa 
Lappa lainen and Professor Pirjo 
Hirvonen, I paid a visit to Marimekko, 
the Finnish textile and clothing 
company in order to ask Marimekko to provide us with textiles 
produced and sold by the company. the company readily 
accepted our request, and the companies in Japan, which 
imported merchandise from Marimekko, also gave their 
consent. thus, in December 2002 I was able to introduce 
work which employed Marimekko textiles in the Christmas 
fashion show in Yamaguchi City. Naoto Niidome, who was a 
student at UIAH and had been chosen as the Finland’s Young 
Fashion Designer of the Year in 2002, was invited to this show 
to introduce some of his work.
the close relationship between UIAH and me continued. 
In 2003, having received a grant from the Scandinavia­
Japan Sasakawa Foundation, I was afforded the opportunity 
to deliver a lecture and hold a WS at UIAH on the theme of 
“Wrapping the body – A piece of cloth” for the students of the 
graduate school of UIAH. In the course of the lecture, I spoke 
about the structure and culture of yukata, the Japanese 
culture of wrapping in items such as kimono and furoshiki, 
and the idea of using an uncut piece of cloth. In the WS, 
for which Marimekko provided textiles, students produced 
works using their own ideas, taking each feature of the 
pattern of the Marimekko cloth into consideration. this work 
was not only exhibited in the graduate fashion show at UIAH 
in May 2004, but was also put on display in tokyo, Kyoto, and 
Yamaguchi in October 2003, together with work done by the 
students of YPU.
In tokyo, the exhibition took place at Finland Cafe and was 
hosted by the Finnish tourist Board supported by the M­Aalto 
Corporation, which at that time imported clothes, accessories 
and sundry goods from Marimekko. the exhibition room in a 
branch office of the M-Aalto Corporation was used in Kyoto, 
while in Yamaguchi, the exhibition 
was held at Naru Naxeva Ltd., a 
limited private company which 
had been developed from the Naru 
Naxeva Yamaguchi Cultural Lounge.
thus, the encounter with univer­
sities and enterprises in Finland led 
to further encounters with related 
enterprises in Japan. these encoun­
ters resulted in the establishment of 
a number of projects. Developments 
like this are one of the real pleasures of practical research.
Since then, every time I have visited UIAH, I have given 
lectures explaining my most recent research. Furthermore, in 
2009, students from YPU were invited to give presentations 
in English in front of faculty members and students in Finland.
Another Finnish university with which I have established 
close academic ties is UOL. I went there during my first visit to 
Finland in 2000, with Sonny Nakai, a graphic designer living in 
Finland. Of all the departments in this university the one which 
I was particularly interested in was the Department of Clothing 
and textiles in the Faculty of Art and Design. In March 2007, 
as a result of arrangements made by my colleague Professor 
Fumitaka Io, it was agreed that our students’ work would be 
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displayed as part of the tenth anniversary fashion show at 
UOL. I took my postgraduate and undergraduate students 
there to take part in the show, together with students who 
were studying interior design under Professor Io. In this show, 
we exhibited work which fo cused on LED fashion and denim 
fashion.
We participated in another fashion show at UOL in 2007, 
which was how I came to know Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­
Rastas. She has become my partner in joint research with 
overseas universities.
 
Design Education at UIAH
I will explain the details of the design education at UIAH, 
one of two universities which I continue academic exchange 
with, as well as what I have learned from the education 
programme of UIAH. While UIAH does have something in 
common with tokyo University of the Arts, Japan’s premiere 
art institution, its focus is more on design than on art. I was 
received there by Professor Piippa Lappalainen, who mainly 
teaches the postgraduates in the Department of Clothing 
and textiles, and I remained there as a visiting scholar for 
six months.
Almost all of the academic staff in UIAH were formerly 
engaged in design work with companies, where practical 
and utilitarian design was required. Because of this, these 
students tend to design utilitarian clothes. In the graduate 
fashion show held in May 2002, apart from experimental 
and artistic work by first-year students and work using high-
technology as part of an education programme at IDBM 
(the International Design Business Management), students 
exhibited clothes for everyday wear. Furthermore, in the 
exhibition of the work which was created in collaboration 
with the Stockmann Department Store, we were able to see 
clothes which were also on sale in that store.
Finland is famous for product design throughout the world. 
In order to train students so that they have the ability to work 
anywhere in the world, the IDBM education programme puts 
students from design­oriented, technology­oriented and 
management­oriented universities together with business 
enterprises, and they develop merchandise as a team. there 
is also a similar programme in the field of fashion.
In Finland, an undergraduate programme is three years 
long and a master’s programme lasts two years, and 
tuition is free. But there are many students who are also 
employees and so they need to study for a longer period 
than the standard two or three years. It is also common 
to find students who have had some technical education 
before starting their courses in universities. As a result, most 
students are in their twenties and thirties. these factors help 
explain the many different kinds of work that can be seen at 
shows run by UIAH.
In the academic year that started in September 2009, 
UIAH, Helsinki University of technology, and Helsinki School 
of Economics amal gamated 
and became Aalto University 
in accordance with the de­
velopment of the idea of 
IDBM, which aims to produce 
students with high skills so they 
can work in design throughout 
the world. this shows that 
education and research in 
universities form part of  the 
national design strategy in 
order to compete with other 
countries.
today, it is common know­
ledge that fashion is a part of 




the production of couture could also be found in Finland, as 
it was in other countries; until the 1950s, the mainstream 
of the fashion business in Finland was, as in Paris, haute 
couture. this was intended for members of the middle and 
upper classes. However, in accordance with world trends, 
prêt-à-porter first made an appearance around 1960, and 
designers of prêt­à­porter became popular. Marimekko, 
which was established in 1951, is a typical example of these 
new brands.
Although the clothing design taught and created in 
university education usually focuses on clothes as industrial 
products, clothes which are not suitable for daily and 
practical use are also created. When I visited UIAH in 2002, I 
read a newspaper article on the clothes worn by members of 
parliament at a party to celebrate Independence Day, which 
was held at the president’s official residence. According 
to a member of staff at the university, it is quite common 
in Finland for the newspapers to focus on the clothes worn 
by those attending this party. People look forward to read 
about and give their opinions on the clothes.
this experience was one of the triggers which led to a 
project to design a dress for Akie Abe, wife of Prime Minister 
Shinzo Abe, to be worn at a banquet at the Imperial Palace in 
2006. As Shinzo Abe was a prime minister from Yamaguchi 
and his wife was well-known as the first lady, I thought that 
making a dress for her in Yamaguchi was a good way of 
putting Yamaguchi on the map.
this project also came about as a result of Marimekko’s 
success as a globally popular brand.
Jacqueline Kennedy was famous for wearing Paris haute­
couture. However, she ordered clothes for her summer holiday 
from Marimekko in 1960, when John F. Kennedy was running 
against Richard M. Nixon in the US presidential election. At 
that time, Marimekko had just begun its worldwide strategy. 
Jacqueline had to defend herself against press critique for 
choosing Marimekko; Marimekko was unknown and its 
products were made of cotton, a material for the masses. 
this attracted people’s attention. Ever since, Marimekko 
has come to be known worldwide, being featured in various 
fashion magazines in Paris, Milan, and throughout the world.
thus, in order to develop fashion from a mere product to 
a social phenomenon which can influence an era, it is very 
important to pay attention to information manipulation 
and management, and to attract people’s attention. UIAH 
established the Department of Design Strategy, whose 
curriculum contains essential knowledge and skills for 
socializing design, such as designing and creating products, 
planning projects and developing a strategy for using media 
as a means for disseminating design. Furthermore, in the 
graduate school of UIAH, most of the classes are taught in 
English and the number of foreign students is two to three 
hundred; thus, the graduate school has an international 
character to a great extent.
UIAH is the third oldest design­oriented university in 
Europe. It may have been for maintaining its traditional and 
powerful position as an old university in an ever changing 
world that the new framework of Aalto University was 
required. My stay at this university and encounter with its 
new education programme made me reconsider the role 
of the industry­academic­public project which I had been 
working on in Yamaguchi.
Marimekko had offered textiles for the first time for the 
Christmas fashion show hosted by the costume seminar 
of YPU in 2002. On this occasion, one of my students, Mai 
Ota, designed clothes using textiles made around 2000 
which revived the patterns of the textile originally made 
in the 1960s. She studied at UIAH graduate school after 
graduating from the graduate school of YPU, and took part 
in the my WS in 2003 as a postgraduate of UIAH. Mai is now 
working as a contract designer for Marimekko, despite the 
fact that designers in Finland normally work on a freelance 
basis.
My stay at UIAH in 2002 was also very helpful in 
promoting exchanges between Finnish designers, YPU 
students and people in Yamaguchi Prefecture. For example, 
young designers, chosen by me in Finland, were invited 
to participate in the Japan Fashion Design Contest in 
Yamaguchi, which started in 2000, and the International 
Fashion Fair, in which the Yamaguchi Clothing Production 
Association took part.
Much to my delight, many of the designers who were 
invited to these events are now actively involved in the 
fashion world.
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The Academic Exchange Between Yamaguchi 
Prefectural University and the University of Lapland
the natural environment and the culture in Lapland differ 
greatly from those in Helsinki. Lapland is where Finns like to 
go in summer, and is regarded as an exotic place by many. 
My first visit there was in early December 2000. It was an 
exhausting trip; I took a night train from Helsinki to Rovaniemi 
and returned from there to Helsinki again by night train. 
Moreover, since it was close to the winter solstice, no light 
could be seen during that trip at all. I experienced the “polar 
night”, where the sun never rises above the horizon all day.
Rovaniemi was covered in snow. Students went to 
the university in minus ten to twenty degree weather 
by bicycle in the snow, relying on street lights to 
guide them, but inside the buildings it was bright and 
warm—so warm, in fact, that many people wore t­shirts.
Next time I went there in June 2002. As this was around 
the time of the summer solstice, I experienced the sensation 
of the “white nights”, where, even at night, the light was 
similar to that which could be seen during the day. As a 
result of this experience, I began to reflect on the relationship 
between light and human consciousness. In Finland, where 
the summers are short and the winters are long, people 
place a great deal of importance on being in close contact 
with nature in their summer houses in summer, while they 
value the way they can live comfortably during the winter. It 
can be assumed that the vivid colours of fashion and interior 
design in Finland are related to the light (or lack of it) there.
From April to the sum­
mer solstice in June, when it 
starts to get warmer, people 
enjoy very vivid sunlight. In 
winter, they create warm 
light by devising lighting for 
their rooms. In such an en­
vironment, vivid colours can 
represent the cheerfulness 
and comfort of their lives. 
When one takes this into 
consideration, one can see 
how the daring and vivid co­
lours of Marimekko’s textiles 
reflect the taste of Finnish 
people.
While light is very important, so are the forests. Many of 
the Finnish designers I have met say that they were inspired 
by the forests when they were creating new designs.
Rovaniemi is located at the gateway to the Arctic Circle, 
and is the area where the Saami people live. therefore, 
when we refer to local culture in Rovaniemi, we mean the 
ethnic culture of the Saami as well as Finnish culture. the 
folk museum in Rovaniemi informs us about both Finnish 
and Saami cultures. At the same time, the museum also tells 
about the nature and culture of the Arctic Circle. A map of the 
world on display in the museum placed the North Pole in the 
centre. this made me realize that Finland consists of various 
people and culture.
As has already been mentioned above, it was the 
participation of my students in the fashion show in March 
2007 that started the actual exchange between UOL and 
me. Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas of UOL helped 
me a great deal, and since then, a friendly association 
has developed between us. In 2009, I suggested a joint 
research project to her and visited UOL with seven students 
in December. In January 2010, I invited Professor Heikkilä­
Rastas to YPU, and organized her lecture and research 
meetings in connection with the joint research. the details 
and background of the joint research are as follows.
together with my students, I have long been involved in 




this activity is represented by the project to run Naru Naxeva 
Yamaguchi Cultural Lounge, which began in 1999. Since then, 
we have focused on other cities also. For example, not only 
did I develop fashion using bamboo fibres as an extension of 
the project for branding bamboo and developing merchandise 
using bamboo in Hagi, but I also organized a fashion show 
which commemorated the restoration of Yanai­jima, a 
traditional textile made in Yanai City.
Since I have been involved in the promotion of design 
using local materials, incorporating international exchange 
was one of the methods for this promotion, so it was natural 
that I would begin the joint research with UOL. this joint 
research was funded by YPU Grants for Innovative Research. 
the aim of the joint research was to develop design which 
amalgamates the cultures of Japan and Finland. In this 
research, denim, which is associated with Yamaguchi, and 
Yanai­jima, a revived traditional textile, were chosen to be 
used as materials. the relationship between Yamaguchi and 
denim has come to be strengthened by various events held 
in Yamaguchi, such as the ten consecutive denim fashion 
contests held from 2000 and the fact that many denim­
related events involving local people took place during the 
fashion festival which made up part of the 21st National 
Cultural Festival in Yamaguchi 2006.
Yanai­jima was revived in 1993 by “Yanai­jima no kai”, 
a group involved in reviving Yanai­jima and passing it on 
to future generations. In 2003, to commemorate the tenth 
anniversary of Yanai­jima’s revival, members of “Yanai­jima 
no kai” decided to organize a fashion show using Yanai­jima. 
they turned to me for guidance for the show, including the 
design and production of costumes. As a result, a major 
event, the Yanai Fashion Festival, which was supported by 
the local government and the Yanai Chamber of Commerce, 
was held.
After that, I continued interaction with each member of 
“Yanai­jima no kai”. For instance, I designed and made three 
original kimonos using Yanai­jima. Yet this kind of interaction 
involved only individual textile workers. the question was 
how to create and develop the relationship with ‘Yanai­
jima no kai’ itself. In addition, there was the problem that 
the promotion of the business of Yanai­jima had not been 
advanced in spite of the fashion show.
I tried to find a solution to these problems during the joint 
research WS held at UOL in December 2009 by combining 
Yanai­jima and Finnish design. However, while kimonos 
could be made from a single bolt of cloth, it turned out that 
making miscellaneous goods was too costly to implement, so 
I came up with the idea of blending novelty and tradition by 
adding denim to Yanai­jima.
For all of these reasons, it was decided that denim and 
Yanai­jima were to be used as the materials for the WS. In 
addition, to make the WS eco­friendly, it was decided that 
kimonos, which do not generate much unused cloth, would 
be created. Specifically, the participants of the WS were to 
make clothing using two meters of two kinds of Yanai­jima 
and square denim fabric, and also to make miscellaneous 
goods from the remaining cloth. 
Before the participants began to work on their tasks, I 
gave a lecture on the history, the beauty and the symbolic 
meanings of kimonos, while also explaining the structure of 
a kimono and how to make it, in order to give the participants 
an understanding of kimonos and to provide them with 
inspiration. Moreover, I also explained Yanai­jima and denim, 
and told the participants about fashion shows which YPU 
had run. thus, I was able to provide the Finnish students with 
an understanding of the kimono and of Yanai­jima.
the twelve students worked on a one­to­one basis, 
meaning that one student from one country was paired with 
one from the other country. Overcoming the linguistic barrier, 
each pair designed and made one piece of clothing and some 
miscellaneous goods. Despite the fact that they only had four 
days to complete the task, each pair successfully presented 
their work in accordance with what was expected of them. 
In fact, the students did so well that the joint researcher 
Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas awarded them grades 
of A+++.
this WS was a great success, and led to my visit to Finland 
again in 2010 in order to develop more practical merchandise 







Hope for Future Exchange 
In Rovaniemi, where UOL is located, you will find Santa 
Claus Village, a place many children from all over the world 
are fascinated by. Interestingly, Yamaguchi is a place where 
Saint Francis Xavier visited, and where Ouchi Yoshitaka, the 
ruler of Yamaguchi at that time, first officially permitted the 
propagation of the Catholic religion in Japan. Furthermore, 
according to Xavier’s personal notes, it was in Yamaguchi 
that the first Christmas Mass in Japan was held. These 
facts led to the foundation of the planning committee of 
“Yamaguchi, Birthplace of Christmas in Japan” in 2007. Since 
then, various events held in Yamaguchi during the month of 
December came to be collectively advertised as a series of 
events in the project known as “Yamaguchi, Birthplace of 
Christmas in Japan”.
the academic alliance between YPU and UOL was formed 
in April 2010 and offered a starting point for an exchange 
between Yamaguchi and Rovaniemi. Since then, members of 
the Rovaniemi City government and Santa Claus have visited 
Yamaguchi almost every year, 
and plans for the exchange 
“City of Christmas” agreement 
was signed in 2016. 
I hope that my research with 
the aim of contributing to the 
development of local culture 
through costume­related ac ti­
vities provides further interna­
tional collaboration.
This chapter was modified and 
reprinted in part from Yumiko 
Mizutani, Practical Research on 
Costume De sign Utilizing Inter­
national Ex change and Regional 
Resources; Joint International Re ­ 
search with Universities in Finland. 
Journal of the International Associ­









































































































































































































































































Tokuji Washi, Clothing Design and Revitalizing 
the Region
this chapter focuses on practical research on the regional 
culture of tokuji in Yamaguchi City in Yamaguchi Prefecture 
in the field of fashion design and arts management, while 
making use of regional resources. It examines the possibilities 
of fashion design as an alternative stream of thought in 
ethical fashion.
In the practice of this research the researcher played the 
role of director of fashion design and arts management, 
and seven postgraduate students were managed in the 
researcher’s laboratory, working and assisting each other. 
this research project started in 2011 with support from 
Yamaguchi Prefecture and Yamaguchi City, in the interest 
of increasing the use of local resources, including handmade 
paper peculiar to the region, called tokuji tesuki Washi 
(henceforth referred to as tokuji Washi). In other words, this 
project represents a joint effort between local industry and 
the university as a way of public cooperation, of which the 
two key members are “Hori Yonku Machizukuri no Kai” in 
tokuji and the researcher’s laboratory in YPU.
In 2011 Aurinko tokuji talo was created as a WS for tokuji 
Washi, to prepare an exhibition at the 2011 “tokuji Natsu 
Matsuri” where craft artists of the area would display their 
work.
then in 2012 Aurinko tokuji talo focused on tokuji 
Washi, designing and staging two fashion shows, one at the 
summer festival and the other at Christmas. At these shows 
costumes utilizing tokuji Washi were demonstrated, as were 
several fashion products.
Below is a description of some of the measures and 
activities utilized by city planners in “machi zukuri”, or 
city plans. the people involved in city planning took into 
consideration the tokuji Washi Fashion produced by the 
researcher’s laboratory, comparing present paper fashion 
between Japanese and foreign paper.
there are some traditions associated with paper 
costumes, Kamiko, and woven paper costumes, “shifu”, that 
have been carried on since ancient Japan. these peculiar 
II
Clothing Design Utilizing Regional Resources
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aesthetic tastes can be seen in not only the functional sides 
of life but also entertainments such as Kabuki or literature. 
this chapter examines the possibilities of utilizing these 
aesthetic traditions.
 
The Background of the Research
the goal of our activities was to follow cultural tradition 
and create culture in Yamaguchi Prefecture, in particular in 
the areas surrounding costume design. Costume design is 
associated with history, tradition, culture, local industry and 
local resources. With the cooperation of local companies, the 
association of the shopping center as well local administrators 
and our own university’s administrators allowed us to carry 
out several fashion shows. We performed our projects by 
creating an organization for each fashion show we staged.
the result of this project has been a reliable network 
between the researcher’s laboratory and local industry, the 
chamber of commerce and industry, and the association 
of the shopping center. Local cultural institutions and 
inhabitants grew closer together with each event.
there was an opportunity to become known throughout 
the country by means of this project and its media coverage, 
and possibly draw attention from other areas. there 
were also requests to participate in regional stimulation 
from concerned people in tokuji itself. Consequently, this 
researcher conducted arts management activities within 
the town that utilized local resources, by exploring the 
fields of fashion design or space design with students in the 
researcher’s laboratory.
 
The Foundation of Activity Base of “Aurinko 
Tokuji Talo”
Aurinko Tokuji Talo was founded at first by the Tokuji people 
as an activity base, an art gallery, and salon for the residents 
in tokuji, which was an individual town in Saba­County in 
Yamaguchi Prefecture until it was merged with Yamaguchi 
City in 2005. the people of tokuji worried that the traditional 
culture of tokuji might not be passed on, and their worries 
came from the desire to stimulate the fields of tourism in local 
culture and industry. In addition, the population of tokuji is 
aging, leading them to request the researcher’s laboratory to 
assist them in city planning.
In 2011, there was a request to design and establish a 
base of activities where people involved in tourism industry 
and town planning in tokuji could meet. Before deciding on 
a store, members of the project considered a candidate in 
the shopping district that had once been a kimono boutique. 
the shopping district “Hori area” was a commercial center in 
tokuji. From 1919 to 1964, Boseki Railway had run from the 
neighboring Hofu to tokuji, and this railway had a terminal 
in the Hori area, perhaps explaining why it flourished as a 
shopping district.
During the first meeting concerning city planning, the 
researcher suggested that tokuji people would make cultural 
exchanges with other mountainous regions. the researcher 
had already had considerable success exchanging with the 
UOL, allowing for design projects and exchange students 
to study design at YPU. the researcher believed this 
background could aid town planning through a project in the 
field of design.
Many Finnish designers say that their designs are inspired 
by the forest. the normal life style in Finland includes living in 
harmony with nature. In Finland, summer houses in particular 
tend to blend in with nature. therefore, Finnish designs might 
be a good reference for tokuji, which is surrounded by forests.
the name given to the base of activities, as requested by 
the people of tokuji, was Aurinko tokuji talo (Att). In Finnish 
“aurinko” means the sun and “talo” means a house. this 
came from the expectation that the building would become 
the center of tokuji, and shine like the sun. this name was 
given not only to the base of activities, but also to the project 
itself. the logo of Att was designed by a Finnish exchange 
student, tanja Severinkangas from UOL.
the people of tokuji wanted to make the space into an art 
gallery at first, so Koji Fujita, graduate student at YPU, drew 
a plan through a meeting with them and working with the 
people of the area painted and installed furniture, creating 
an exhibition space. It took three months to complete from its 
start in June, 2011.
Naoko Matsubara, another graduate student, planned 
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an exhibition and remodeling ceremony of Att in December 
2011. She requested that the craftsmen and women of tokuji 
to join the exhibition. Artists from the fields of Japanese 
paper dolls, woodwork furniture, wooden form and glass art 
agreed to do so.
there were over 300 visitors to the exhibition over the 
course of one week, in an area with a population of 7,800. 
Visitors ranged from schoolchildren to senior citizens. Some 
elderly people simply seemed to enjoy the chance to dress 
up and get out. Since then there have been requests from 
people to set aside a corner of the gallery for people to meet 
and drink tea, grown in tokuji. the event has drawn a strong 
response from residents of tokuji.
the researcher’s laboratory also made contributions 
to the remodeling ceremony. two sets of projects were 
completed by graduate studenst at YPU. One set of projects 
had three parts, and the other had just one part. The first 
part was post cards made from tokuji Washi, using marble 
dyeing techniques and directed by Kazue Kimura, the second 
was art frames representing the season using patchwork 
technique, directed by Miyoko Mastunaga, and the third was 
corsages made with a knitting technique, directed by Yoko 
Asada.
Yoshina takenaga had already participated in the 
renovation of an old house before participating in the second 
project. She had an idea to refine old kimonos. And she 
transformed old kimono into pants inspired by the mompe 
style, a kind of traditional working wear, also known as 
“hakama.” She came up with a business model and named 
it the Hakama Pants Project, where locals produced hakama 
on demand.  
Elderly women in the area approved of takenaga’s 
business model and joined her, the result being a product 
group named Sansa Studio. Sansa is the name of a dance 
at a local festival. Some staff members of Sansa had 
experience working at an apparel manufactory, and others 
had produced clothes on demand before. these technicians 
participated in the Hakama Pants Project.
At Att’s opening exhibition in December, the works of 
the tokuji Washi group and the Hakama Pants Project were 
also exhibited. At the end of the exhibition, only one furniture 
artist chose not to continue having his works exhibited in an 
effort to increase demand for them.
the WSs goal was to create an interest in tokuji Washi. 
the initial reaction was very positive, and many visitors were 
fascinated with the works, but to date, a business model to 
expand on this opportunity has not yet been created.
After the exhibition, the Hakama Pants Project borrowed 
a corner of Att as a studio. From there, they made hakama to 
order for “Ryokan (traditional Japanese hotel)”, for Yamaguchi 
City Hall for costumes, and for individual requests. Up to 
that time, a proper marketing system was not in place, and 
therefore continuous production was not possible, but in 
2013, Yoshina takenaga continued with Sansa Studio, and 
made costumes for Sansa dance. Currently, she has her own 
design studio and still makes hakama pants.
During 2012, Att held a performance by the tokuji Ningyo 
Joruri, Japanese Puppet theater, in which recited narrative 
and dialogue is accompanied by a shamisen (traditional 
Japanese string instrument) – a tokuji tradition. People 
involved with the theatre got in contact with a professional 
researcher through this researcher’s introduction and 
developed an infrastructure for training their staff. During 
the 2012 summer festival, over 60 spectators watched the 
puppet theatre at Att.
From 2011 to 2012 the former kimono store was 
considered to be a new place to experience culture and art of 
the area, to exchange ideas and traditions between regions, 
and to make costumes. Along with this came the expectation 
that souvenirs suitable for the area would be developed. 
However, in the absence of infrastructure that would cover 
everything from the design to selling completed products, 
this dream has stayed stuck in the development phase. 
therefore, it is a task for the local people to come up with 
items and carry out a symposium of product development, 
create an organization and decide who must come up with a 
sales plan. the researcher’s laboratory can make prototypes, 
but if the local people are not involved this project, it will not 






Paper Fashion in the World
Issey Miyake has displayed a collection which includes 
traditional dyeing­and­weaving craft techniques developed 
in various parts of the tohoku district and, in collaboration 
with manufacturers in the tohoku area, has developed 
new dress material. For example, material developments 
were carried out by Issey Miyake for the Paris Prêt­à­porter 
collection using the inherited techniques to make distinctive 
cloth.
these techniques include “Shina­fu” for the men of 
Yonezawa City in Yamagata Prefecture, “Karamushi­Ori” of 
Onuma­Gun in the Fukushima Prefecture, “Kogin­Sashi”, a 
kind of Japanese traditional quilting, “Sashiko” of Hirosaki 
City in Aomori Prefecture and “Saki­Ori”, Rag Weaving of 
towada City in the Aomori Prefecture. In tohoku, “Shiroishi” 
handmade paper from Shiroishi City in the Miyagi Prefecture 
was developed. Miyake displayed this paper fashion in 
the Paris Prêt­à­porter Autumn/Winter collection of 1982 
named “Kamiko”. “Shiroishi Washi Kobo” uses a technique to 
make handmade paper that still exists only in the Shiroishi 
area.
the Shiroishi Washi tradition descended from “Mutsu­
Washi”. It is quite famous, and its quality is very high, as they 
use “kajiki no kozo” to make the paper. Kamiko has a good 
reputation, as its wearers can feel cool in the summer and 
warm in the winter. In the summer of 2011, I visited Mashiko 
Endo, headmaster of the Shiroishi Washi Studio. there, she 
showed me a belt for a kimono, “obi”, and a short work coat, 
“hanten” woven with paper yarn for the woof and hemp 
yarn for the warp. Despite of being somewhat shabby due 
to repetitive washing, they still looked very nice and were 
comfortable and light to wear.
Another example is the “shifu­ori” belt reproduced by 
Yoshimura Shoten. I saw it in the 2013 exhibition in Sendai 
City, Miyagi Prefecture. the original belt is in the collection 
of Kodaiori­Sanshu­Kan in Yonezawa City of Yamagata 
Prefecture. It looked like a white belt with many black dots. 
Accounting books woven with paper yarns had once been 
used by merchants and written on with black ink. It is these 
fragments of characters that gave the belt its black pattern.
In poor areas, it is wise to use waste material, and the 
paper belt in tohoku is an excellent example that can point 
the way towards more sustainable modern living. It can also 
serve as an example of ethical fashion. As for the above­
mentioned traditional dyeing and weaving techniques, 
Issey has drawn attention to them once again with the 
special exhibition “tohoku no Sokojikara, Kokoro to Hikari ‘I’ 
(meaning “clothes” in japanese) Miyake Issey”, Northeastern 
Potential Power, Heart and Light “Costume” by Issey Miyake 
at 21_21 Design Sight at the end of July 2011, after the Great 
East Japan Earthquake.1
In 2012, Koji Hamai, who was a CEO of his own 
private brand, had an exhibition “Bingo two Ply”, which 
demonstrated a style of clothing using Japanese paper yarn 
on the weft. In April 2013, Right­on, a kind of Fast Fashion, 
introduced “Washi Denim”2, jeans for men and women. 
this simultaneously drew attention to Washi material 
and Japanese traditional culture by including geometrical 
patterns from the Edo era on  the insides of jeans’ pockets.  
Jum Nakao, Brazilian Fashion designer and artist has 
represented Paper Fashion and Arts3 since 2007, in Sãn Paulo 
Fashion Week in Brazil. Nakao is a third generation Brazilian 
of Japanese origin, and he makes strong use of Japanese 
“kirie”, or paper cutting techniques, and Origami. this also 
allows him to bring a very unique feel to his collections.
the above examples are not directly connected to city 
planning. Instead, they demonstrate the stimulation and 
growth of the handmade paper industry and the culture 
surrounding it. In Nagaragawa, of Gifu City, the Mino Washi 
Paper Fashion Show4 has been carried out since 2011. 
Interest has even spread beyond Japan: in South Korea 
the Wonju City Paper Fashion Show5 is held once a year 
in October to show the appeal of South Korean paper, in 
relation to the South Korean Paper Festival. these events are 
held to stimulate the paper industry, in part through creating 
an interest in the culture surrounding this paper.
 
Costume Design Making Use of Tokuji Handmade 
Paper
there is disagreement about the origin of tokuji handmade 
paper. tokuji Handmade Paper originated in the Nara era, or 
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when the buddish monk Chogen came to tokuji. According 
to the “tokuji Fudo Ki”, the tokuji Regional Chronicle, the 
name Tokuji Washi first appeared during the rule of Lord 
Ouchi, in the Momoyama era (1573­1615)6. Since many 
books were published during this period, a lot of paper was 
needed. Initially the paper was ordered from Iwami (present­
day Shimane Prefecture) and Aki (present­day Hiroshima 
Prefecture). 
However, at Lord Ouchi’s 
request the technology relating to 
high­quality paper in Iwami was 
transferred to tokuji, and tokuji 
prospered as a paper manufacturer 
since then. After Lord Ouchi, Lord 
Mori ruled Yamaguchi, which was 
known at the time as Choshu and 
Suo. Lord Mori’s strategy was to 
produce rice, salt and paper, which 
came to be called the “Bocho San 
Paku”, or the three White Products 
of the Bocho Area. throughout the 
Edo era, paper-making flourished, 
and the tradition has been passed 
on to the present day.
the Shimaji district was known 
as the center of the paper bu­
siness, especially in tokuji. Until 
the Second World War almost 
every farming family made paper 
in their farm houses during the off­
season of agriculture in the winter, 
but after the war, almost all of 
them stopped doing so – only two families, the Yamanouchi 
Family and the Chijimatsu Family, remained. Currently, Yukio 
Yamanouchi produces mainly the raw materials for paper 
production, while only tetsuo Chijimatsu produces actual 
paper. this state of affairs has continued since the previous 
generation.
the people of the area do not know the unique history 
of handmade paper in tokuji. thus, a WS was held to give 
people a chance to see the history, culture and attraction 
of handmade paper. In 2012, for the Fashion Show during 
Tokuji Summer Festival, only Tokuji paper unidirectional fiber 
was used, as at the time we did not have access to traditional 
multidirectional fiber paper. Therefore the costumes revealed 
at that event were made using only simple methods. However, 
a paper made with multidirectional fibers is more desirable 
for kimonos or raincoats, as it makes the paper stronger and 
thicker. In the future we hope to obtain multidirectional fiber 
paper for the costumes. 
Yoko Asada and Hatsumi Suizu, 
YPU graduate students, created 
original pieces using papers made 
by Chijimatsu. Asada entitled her 
series “Kishin”, which means “retur­
ning to the forest”. She made her 
pices using tokuji Paper and wool 
yarn using knitting techniques. 
Hatsumi Suizu entitled her work 
“Camellia” and made a belt, or 
Obi, woven with paper yarn for 
kimono and shawls, and showed 
the possibility for the development 
of products specific to Tokuji paper. 
Yoshina takenaga designed a 
costume for the unreligious festival 
dance, Sansa. She used tokuji 
paper for two parts of the costume; 
one as a covering for the back of 
the hand and wrist and the second 
as a hat decoration.  
Furthermore, the main theme 
of the WS held at UOL in 2012 
required the use of tokuji hand­
made paper along with denim, Yanai­jima, wool and rein­
deer skin, and a de monstration7 to rub tokuji paper and 
make the paper material for costumes was held at UOL. 
Finally, four pieces were created by Finnish, Japanese, Italian 
and Brazilian students. 
While carrying out the above dress­and­ornaments 
creation and product development, we also developed a close 
relationship with Chijimatsu, the Japanese paper craftsman. In 
the process of costume and product development, a relation­
ship of mutual trust between Chijimatsu and my laboratory 
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was es tablished, and 
in the spring of 2013, 
he made traditional 
cross style paper 
with multidirectional 
fibers for us. It was 
his first experience 
manufacturing it, even 
though he was in his 
80’s.
In this way, our 
goal in 2013 was to increase awareness about paper fashion, 
and demonstrate the attractiveness of tokuji paper, while 
developing as many uses for it as possible. Simultaneously, 
we showed that in order to maintain this development it is 
important to create a system that can rapidly produce goods 
and will receive orders from both inside and outside the area.
 
Expression of Kamiko
It is important for a costume designer to recognize the 
impression someone wearing Kamiko gives off. to do this 
we need to know the traditional aesthetics of the paper. the 
first historical and aesthetic research on Kamiko was “The 
Early Modern Devices in Edo Costumes – Expression by 
“Kamiko”” written by Mitsue Koike in 1996.8
Looking at the history of costume in Japan we found 
documents that showed how Kamiko was at first used by 
priests in the middle of Heian period, and how the tradition 
of wearing Kamiko was inherited by monks for training wear 
in the time of “Shunie”, called Omizutori in todaiji temple. this 
was the reason why the priests made kimono using paper – 
because paper was a simple material, and making Kamiko 
didn’t need women in the process of spinning, weaving and 
sewing like hemp and silk do.
Koike suggests that in “Kanazoshi is Chikusai”, a novel of 
the Edo period, the impression of someone wearing Kamiko 
made the reader feel the lunacy of someone who wore torn 
Kamiko on their back.8  
In the Edo period, rich merchants wore Kamiko as haori, 
a short coat and nagagi, the main kimono. Kabuki theatre 
came to reflect merchant culture surrounding Kamiko, so 
Koike analyzed “Sukeroku”, very typical Edo Kabuki, and 
suggested the character of Kamiko had both positive and 
negative aesthetics associated with it. For example, one 
was a ragged and torn Kamiko and the other was a luxurious 
Kamiko.  
Koike said Kamiko in Kabuki was put on by merchants 
when they went to visit the licensed pleasure quarter 
called “Yukaku” to buy the service of a prostitute. Here the 
aesthetics of Yatsushi was to mean that the merchants 
who became richer than warriors disguised themselves as 
poor. Additionally, Keisei, high class prostitutes in Kabuki 
continued wearing torn Kamiko under their kimono in order 
to express their affection for guests who fell upon hard times 
while visiting them.
Aside from the aesthetics formed in the culture of Yukaku in 
Kabuki, there is another example. Haiku poet Basho Matsuo 
composed haiku poems about Kamiko, and it is worth noting 
that the poet spoke quite favorably of Kamiko.
the Kamiko­Jinbaori9, an army jacket without sleeves 
which Kenshin Uesugi, a Feudal Lord in the Warring 
States period, wore, has remained unchanged until now. It 
demonstrated Kamiko’s functionality on the battlefield and 
at the same time the beautiful decoration showed his status 
as the great Feudal Lord.
As mentioned above, in Japan, peculiar aesthetics 
regarding Kamiko have been developed, so it is good when 





Kamiko and Its Aesthetics
We have verified that the field of costume design in Tokuji 
in Yamaguchi­City was closely tied to tokuji handmade 
paper and with traditional culture and industry in the area. 
In addition, activities have been carried out to stimulate 
the tokuji region and arts management in the area. In the 
context of ethical fashion, development of a fashion style that 
makes use of local resources can be considered as a key. this 
can cause a region to build pride in its own culture, stop the 
decrease of population through urbanization and revitalize 
agriculture by stimulating demand for raw materials. this will 
serve to encourage a harmonious balance between people 
and nature, enhance the cultural generation of a region 
and boost the growth of local industry. throughout this, it 
is important that local residents take action spontaneously.
Fashion design using Japanese paper is a place of free 
expression and creativity for the designer. However, from 
the standing point of fashion design using local resources, 
the researcher suggests looking to Kamiko in traditional 
Japanese culture for a representation of paper fashion. the 
reasons for this can be seen in Koike’s study of the traditions 
of Kamiko and its aesthetics. the depth and richness of 
Kamiko fashion should be brought forward by using Kamiko’s 
aesthetics as a design concept. there is a possibility to create 
original fashion and send a message from Japan to the rest 
of the world.
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Joint research between YPU and UOL began in the autumn of 
2006. When Professor Fumitaka Io, a coworker, carried out 
a short­term stay at UOL, he talked with Professor Marjatta 
Heikkilä­Rastas about some projects with our university. the 
idea for my students and me to join in the 10th anniversary 
fashion show held at UOL came out of this meeting.
this sounded like a great idea for me, because I had 
already been interested in UOL and Rovaniemi. Before 
the meeting between Professor Io and Professor Heikkilä­
Rastas, I had visited UOL twice, and I knew something about 
collaborative educational programs with enterprises and the 
exotic nature of the Arctic Circle. therefore, I readily accepted 
the invitation to join the fashion show at UOL. As a result, the 
first exchange project between YPU and UOL was realized 
in March, 2007.
I then had a good opportunity to begin international 
collaborative research with UOL from 2009. Fortunately, 
our university started to support international collaborative 
research at the same time. Next, my university concluded 
the academic exchange tie­up with UOL through the efforts 
of President Kensuke Esato, Professor Robert Schalkoff, and 
others.
Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas and I continued the 
fundamental theme of “sustainable” design and the use of 
regional resources in each country through an exchange of 
WSs between 2009 and 
2013. the format of the 
WSs was as follows: 
1) I would make a pre­
sentation and de ter mine 
each year’s theme; and 
2) Professor Marjatta 
Heikkilä­Rastas would 
man age the WSs making 
three or four groups mixed 
with Japanese and Finns. 
these WSs included dis­
cussions and making 
mood boards, designing, drawing, researching materials, 
construction, evaluation and exhibition. I must also mention 
the contributions of Senior Lecturer Päivi Rautajoki, who taught 
students how to realize their ideas and helped them greatly. 
Afterwards, each university presented their works in a fashion 
show. the theme and the results of the WSs were as follows.
 
Sustainability and Using Regional Resources are 
Fundamental Themes for the WSs
Since around 2000 sustainability has been a very important 
theme in the world, and Finnish design and also its education 
have already had made good achievements in the field of 
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sustainable design. I was interested in this type of Finnish 
design and education.
The first WS was held at UOL in the beginning of 
December 2009. I got the idea to have a presentation for 
the WS on the sustainable theme of “Aesthetics of Kimono 
and its construction.” Japanese kimono are made, put on and 
afterwards used in a sustainable way. In fact, a traditional 
Japanese life style has many sustainable aspects, and the 
kimono is just a typical example. In making a kimono, the 
tailor cuts seven pieces of one bolt of cloth that has been 
woven to a length of 12 to 13 meters and 38 centimeters in 
width. the pieces are sewn together using almost entirely 
straight line sewing. No cloth is wasted.
Moreover, if a kimono of cotton, such as a kind of yukata, 
becomes old, it will be taken apart, and its pieces will 
become infants’ diapers, etc. the last piece returns to the 
ground only after being used as a dust cloth. If it becomes 
impossible to wear the kimono of gorgeous silk, it will be cut 
and the pictorial parts of the kimono will be used for screens, 
partitions, etc., and for interior design and for frames of 
Japanese picture scroll in Japanese traditional ways. 
I made a presentation about upper­class Japanese life 
style and aesthetics and gave students hints for designs on 
the theme “sustainability.” The 2009 WS was the first time 
my students and I experienced this type of thing. At first, the 
discussion was very hard for my students. they had trouble 
communicating with the Finnish students. Fortunately, good 
work was completed by students of both countries and 
everybody was satisfied.
Fusion of both the culture of Finland and Japan was 
incorporated in each work. Each group made one set of 
clothes and a bag with the rest of cloth with 2 meters cloth 
of Yanai­jima stripe cloth woven for kimono, and 2 meters of 
denim. the WS was very satisfying for me also and gave me 
new motivation to continue and develop the WS.
 
Regional Resources and Their Fusion
In Japan, activities which utilize regional resources and create 
regional brands are becoming common in each area. In 1993 
in Yanai City of Yamaguchi Prefecture, people revived their 
use of traditional dying and weaving cloth called Yanai­jima, 
a cotton striped cloth for kimono, which had almost entirely 
disappeared after the taisho period. 
I was asked to do a fashion show to commemorate the 
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10th anniversary of the revival of Yanai­jima. 
Since then, I have continued to promote Yanai­
jima as one of the important regional resources 
of Yamaguchi Prefecture. As Yanai­jima is 
expensive to use in developing real clothing, I 
intended to mix it with denim.
In Yamaguchi City, we have held denim 
fashion contests for 10 years. Because of this, 
denim fashion is recognized as a new regional 
resource.
Since 2011, tokuji hand­made paper 
became a part of our WSs. this paper is one 
of the traditional crafts of Yamaguchi City, 
and has been used to make not only normal 
goods but also clothing from ancient times. 
Additionally, the traditional Kuga­chijimi, a kind of weaving 
and shrinkage for kimono cloth was revived in the same 
way as Yanai­jima, and we used this for the WS of 2013.
UOL has prepared felt and 
reindeer leather since 2010. One 
result of the collaboration is that it 
has facilitated the fusion of regional 
resources of both countries. the 
cultures of Finland and Japan 
became intertwined through the 
act of using both countries’ materi­
als. Students created designs 
using these materials in new and 
unique ways and presented them 
in the exhibition and fashion show 
each year. I would like to believe 
the works gave local craftsmen 




Concepts of the Workshops Between 2009-2013
As mentioned previously, under the fundamental theme of 
sustainability, I provided sub­themes from Japanese side. For 
the 2009 WS, I proposed the theme “Aesthetics of Kimono 
and its construction”, and “Yuzumuge: Adaptable and Oru 
& tatamu” was the theme in 2010. the theme came to me 
because a Japanese kimono is folded, and by folding, it 
becomes flat and can be stored compactly, but when it is 
worn, it is very adaptable and can be adjusted to easily fit 
anyone’s body. the important point is the method of putting 
it on, because the correct way of dressing determines the 
beauty of a kimono. 
the pieces that came out of the WS were inspired by 
the technology and the aesthetic sense of origami. Unique 
items, such as foldable sleeves for a jacket, and small interior 
goods, were made. these pieces were exhibited at an 
exhibition gallery in the Yamaguchi Civic Hall in December 
2010. Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas, Professor Kris­
tiina Hänninen, Senior Lecturer Päivi Rautajoki and a 
postgraduate student Sanna Konola participated in the 
fashion show held with the presence of Santa Claus from 
Lapland. We were proud to have more than 1000 spectators. 
We carried out the theme of “Apotheosis between 
Body and Clothing” in 2011. the ultimate form of modeling 
Japanese traditional culture was traced back to the style 
of building the Ise Shrine (in Ise City). Costume design was 
aimed at designing the ultimate space between clothes and 
a person’s body. 
In 2012, the theme was “What is Nature? Kizuna and 
tsunagari: Bonds and Connections.” the consequences of the 
Great Eastern Japan Earthquake in March 2011 were fresh 




and bonds between people’s hearts were considered not 
only in the tohoku district but also in all of Japan. 
In 2013, we gave the students a very realistic theme: 
clothing designed for people living in a cold area, for example 
in the Arctic Circle. the target groups of the WS were old 
women, middle­aged men, and young women. Students 
made very interesting clothes with several functions, 
and created very interesting designs. During this time my 
students and I learned about service design in the SINCO 
LAB, and in 2014, Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas and I 
decided to use the method of service design at the beginning 
of the WS before making mood boards.
Pieces from all of the WSs between 2009 and 2012 
were presented at Yamaguchi Prefectural Art Museum in 
December of 2013 and at Case Gallery in tokyo in February 
of 2014. the theme was “Japan × Finland: Clothing Design 
Utilizing Regional Resources”. Additionally, Ms. Akie Abe, 
First Lady and wife of Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, joined in 
a talk show at Case Gallery on opening day. She was very 
interested in the pieces being exhibited.
 
Clothing Design and Service Design
I have taken my students from Yamaguchi to Rovaniemi 
each year since 2009 for a total of eight times. Professor 
Marjatta Heikkilä-Rastas has come to Yamaguchi five times 
since 2010. We have had a very active exchange, and I have 
found good solutions after each WS as students continue 
their designs around the themes of the WSs. 
I have contributed themes concerning the aesthetics 
of kimono, Japanese culture, and principles of arts and 
humanism in Japan. I am very happy that both countries’ 
students understood my intent about these themes. Students 
have become very familiar with Yanai­jima, Kuga­chijimi, 
tokuji­paper and denim from Japan, and felt and reindeer 
leather from Finland.
Since 2013, we have learned about service design in the 
SINCO LAB. At the same time, I started a project about Life 
Innovation at YPU. I adapted the methods of service design, 
and with support by a national grant called COC: Center of 
Community, we launched 
our own original service 
design method, called 
SPS. In 2013, I proposed 
the theme of “tokowaka” 
(forever young) and UOL 
suggested we work on 
other realistic themes 
in the future. We will 
develop new and unique 
methods, adapting SINCO 
and SPS at each uni­
versity, and these meth­
ods will help us produce 
things that people find 
necessary for their daily 
lives or which can be 
virtually improved.
This chapter was modified and reprinted from Edited by Marjatta 
Heikkilä­Rastas & Tytti Taipale, Yumiko Mizutani, History of Joint 
WSs between Yamaguchi Prefectural University and University 
of Lapland from 2009­2013: Sustainable and regional resources’ 
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the concept of service design came into being at a German 
university in the 1990s during the transitional period of the 
industrial structure from goods to service. this took place in 
the realm of product design, which was the mainstream in 
designing products till then. the shift was made in order to 
meet needs of a new age. In the early 2000s, in the business 
realm, a service design agency was established in the UK, 
which started the process of rapid expansion of research, 
creative work and business in relation to service design 
throughout the world.  
In Japan, the concept of human­centered design has 
already taken root and service design has attracted attention 
as an extension of it.
UOL, with which I have been doing collaborative research 
since 2009, created the SINCO under the SINCO EAKR Project 
between 2009 and 2011. they have since then developed a 
prototyping technique based on service design in a virtual 
environment which utilizes audio­visual technologies1.
this technique is a globally acclaimed unique method. 
In Japan, Professor Masanao takeyama of Keio University 
and his collaborative research institution Service Design Lab 
of Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd. have developed a movable 
device and incorporated similar methods.
Our international collaborative research on service 
design with the Department of Arts and Design at UOL 
began in 2013. YPU’s Life Innovation Research team drew 
on UOL’s SINCO and received inspiration from various 
organizations in Japan; as a result, it has developed a Service 
Design Prototyping System (SPS hereafter) and built up a 
prototyping environment.
 
Application of SINCO to Clothing Design
the pioneering work in the application of service design to 
the clothing design area is that of Marianna Suhonen, who 
conducted industry­academia collaborative research. As 
introduced in “SPS Which Changes Life and Society through 
Service Design: A Life Innovation Perspective”2, she was a 
graduate student under supervision of Professor Marjatta 
Heikkilä­Rastas at UOL.
After Suhonen’s work, two more cases applying service 
design to clothing design came out: YPU’s nurse wear 
improvement3 and Yuda Onsen Walkwear. the most recent 
case is the WS at UOL facilitated by Sanna Konola, who 
wrote about the service design methodology in clothing 
design process in a pilot study called “Utilizing SINCO as 
a Co­Creation Environment and Method in User­Centered 
Clothing Design” in a chapter titled “Utilizing Virtual Environ­
ments in a Clothing Design Process” in an UOL publication 
“Arctic Wears: Perspectives on Arctic Clothing”.4
JFWS 2014 was held at UOL and applied the thinking 
and methods of service design to clothing design process. 
Below, we will examine this WS and explore the possibility of 
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applying service design 
to the concept and 
marketing of clothing 
design in future.
Service design mainly 
started from the product 
design area. However, 
in applying the thought 
and technique of service 
design to the field of 
clothing design, we will 
use specialized terms 
of product design and 
service design. that is, we will refer to all the agents from 
producer to distributor as providers and refer to end­users 
or consumers as users or customers. today, service design 
is utilized by a wide range of professionals including web 
designers, interaction designers, user­experience designers, 
business strategists, psychologists, ethnographers, infor­
mation architects, graphic designers, and product managers.5
Since there are still few cases where service design 
is applied to clothing design, our purpose is to first repeat 
experimentations, polish up our thoughts and techniques, 
and develop a set of methodologies. 
In the following subchapter, before presenting the cases, 
we will reflect on the changes in Japan’s apparel industry 
in the recent past and examine the significance and 
consequences of applying the thoughts and techniques of 
service design to both the design of and business models in 
modern clothing business.
 
From Fashion Brands’ “Added Value to Users” to 
Experiential Values
In Japan’s clothing design field, internationally renowned 
fashion designers appeared in the 1970s and, with the 
1980s’ economic growth and with the appearance of tokyo 
Designers Collection, design brands emerged and grew 
like mushrooms. As a result, the age of mass­production 
by large corporations and mass­consumption yielded to 
the age of diversified consumers’ lifestyles characterized 
by fashion­brand­centered small­scale productions with 
manifold kinds. 
What was emphasized in the 1970s to 1980s was 
designers’ charisma; values and lifestyle images conveyed 
by brands became the important elements which influenced 
consumer behavior. 
After the bubble economy burst in 1991, the charismatic 
influence of high-class prèt-à-porter gradually deteriorated, 
and a new direction in marketing appeared where trends 
were surveyed and new ideas were created. there, users 
were regarded as targets.
Even high­class brands depended on big data obtained 
through marketing and therefore, for some period of time, 
designers’ individualities were lost and it was even difficult to 
identify brands by simply looking at the appearance of their 
products.
Due to the economic instability during the 2000s, SPAs 
(manufacturing retailers) grew more rapidly than high­grade 
brands and gained influence with fast fashion dominating the 
scene. However, excessive manufacturing and consumption 
has caused environmental problems on a global scale and 
people are becoming increasingly aware of this, so ethical 
consideration with sustainability as its keyword has become 
an important issue for both fashion makers and consumers.
One issue is the creation of experiential values in 
sustainable life. Its resolution is not possible through brands 
or makers alone; “co­creation” with users or customers is the 
key.
Users should not be viewed as the target of traditional 
marketing per se; rather, it is imperative, together with users, 
to think about what clothes are necessary for a new way of 
life and to create new life styles and life stages.
It is considered effective when strategizing design and 
marketing to shift away from the ambiguous user setting of 
the current approach, where users are viewed as targets, to 
creation of “personas”, which is the main method of service 
design. When a specific cast member is born, it becomes 
possible to recognize detailed experiential values of 
individuals in their life stages. Moreover, by preparing stories 
and scenarios for designing, it becomes easier to extract 
more concrete or ideal customer images. 
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“Persona” and “Co-Creation” in Clothing Design
“Persona” in service design is a concept and a method 
advocated by Alan Cooper in his book titled “Inmates Are 
Running the Asylum”.6 In Chapter 9, Cooper rejects the 
ambiguous concept called “user” and creates the concept 
of “persona”, which is a representative customer produced 
from survey. He then advocates development of service and 
goods as a creation of experiential values geared towards 
this specific person. In service design, after doing a theme 
setting, survey is the first thing to be conducted. Based on 
this survey, a virtual persona is created, who has a greater 
reality than the traditional “user.”
the concept of “persona” has not permeated general 
fashion brands and makers. the approximate concepts 
which have traditionally been used are “muse” and “house 
model.” that is, haute couture and pret­à­porter have 
models as muses who can embody the ideal image of the 
house, brand or designer. For example, Victoire Doutreleau 
and Loulou de la Falaise were such models for Yves Saint­
Laurent. House models assume the role of trying on clothes 
during the process of collection development and are used 
as a frame of reference when designers consider the balance 
between the image, body and clothes when creating a 
prototype.
At present, we consider innovation­oriented clothing 
design as an effective tool in the apparel area where service 
design is to be applied, rather than a mode. Uniforms 
and clothes with special functions are examples of it. For 
instance, the latter may include space outfits and clothes for 
the elderly or cold climate
On the other hand, in the case of fast fashion, companies 
do their own planning, designing, manufacturing and 
retailing; therefore, they can provide a variety of merchandise 
at a very high speed to society. Many of SPA’s projects 
and designs are often copies where they quickly grasp the 
trends in the spring­summer or autumn­winter collections 
and street fashion throughout the world and re­interpret 
them in accordance with their own tastes. the important 
element is salableness. When we interviewed Mai Ohta 
of MAIOHtA DESIGN, who provides fashion designs to 
Finland’s representative apparel company Marimekko, 
she commented that “the perspective of co­creation with 
users has a lot to do with salableness”. Naoko Kawachi 
is the communication manager of Concent, Inc., which 
approaches businesses in order to spread service design 
from the fashion field. She commented that although she 
had contacted corporations a number of times, the concept 
was not well understood and it had not been established 
in B to B.7
In the apparel industry, many types of items are marketed 
in a short span of time; therefore, it is understandably 
challenging to have both the provider’s stakeholders and 
users participate in the development process of each product. 
the act of making products sellable can be a co­creation 
between provider and user; however, it is difficult to get out 
of the chain of fashion as a copy culture. It is an important 
issue for future clothing design to create sustainable life 
styles and experiential values from an ethical view. At the 
same time the technique of clothing design customizes its 
designs in response to individuals’ values and lifestyles; it is 
a crucial undertaking for further enhancing user experience 
and a challenge to be pursued.
 
Design Ethnography and Customer Journey Map
Our attempt to apply service design to clothing design is 
still at a pilot stage. As previously mentioned, I utilized a 
virtual audio­visual environment called SPS for prototyping 
in clothing design; however, depending on cases, a WS with 
stakeholders is held at the validation stage.
Survey is necessary before preparing a “persona” and 
a “scenario” for final prototyping. One survey method in 
service design is “design ethnography.” Unlike cultural 
anthropological ethnography, where a researcher engages 
in a long­term participant­observer work by describing facts 
and keeping records, a design ethnographic researcher 
enters a user’s life, investigates touch points between the 
“user”, “goods” and “service” as well as phenomena that 
take place there, and visualizes them. the method which 
facilitates this visualization is the “customer journey map”, 
which assumes significance.
We will now draw a chart of touch point relationality with 
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the flow of user action on the horizontal axis and with items 
to be surveyed on the vertical axis. thus, we will be able 
to visualize issues between users, providers’ stakeholders, 
goods and services and use the chart as a reference for 
determining an approach to the issues and resolving them. 
We can also discover personas therefrom.
In the Walk Wear for Yuda Onsen town project, which 
was a study commissioned by Yamaguchi City, our seminar 
student Maya Araki sought participants from among young 
women (including foreigners). She had the participants 
(including herself) stay at several hotels in Yuda Onsen district 
and carried out observational research with the services, 
facilities and equipment as the target of observation and 
also had them respond to a questionnaire afterwards. thus, 
according to design ethnography, the researcher herself goes 
into the research target space and conducts observational 
study while undergoing the experience herself.  
In the following section, we will refer to preceding cases 
from the Faculty of Art and Design at UOL as well as the 
collaborative WSs conducted by my research group and 
the cases done by my research lab. then, we will examine 




In collaboration with Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas 
(Department of Clothing and textile at the Faculty of Art 
and Design, UOL) and the faculty members of the same 
department, we have been continuously implementing WSs 
for the past 7 years since 2009 while utilizing resources 
from the respective local communities. In 2013, we started 
to apply the service design method to the clothing design 
process. UOL makes it part of their educational philosophy 
to incorporate service design and to do research on Arctic 
culture and design.
It was because of this UOL’s very clear educational 
research concept that service design has been adopted by 
YPU’s international collaborative research and Life Innovation 
Research (Ministry of Education’ s Center of the Community 
enterprise). As a result, Lapland’s clothing design area was 
the first to incorporate service into the design process.
In 2013, role playing and persona were incorporated by 
SINCO at Japan­Finland WS JFWS 2014. therefore, we 
will now examine the service design method suited to the 
clothing design process. 
the previously cited Sanna Konola’s book reports 
the JFWS’s case carried out in 2014.8 the study was an 
international collaborative titled “East Meets Arctic.” there, 
the theme was a design of outdoor clothes for cold climate 
in relation to “Grandmother and Grandchild Concerning a 
Special target Group.”
this WS was held at UOL over a 4­day period in early 
November of 2014, with Finnish students, foreign students 
from Netherland, Russia and Japan, including participants 
from YPU. It was facilitated by Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­
Rastas and me.  
the main procedure consisted of the following: 1) Thematic 
setting; 2) Ethnographic research; 3) Persona setting; 4) Role 
playing in a virtual environment; 5) Mood board preparation; 
6) (Verbal) brainstorming; 7) Sketching; 8) Presentation; 9) 
Design drawing and prototyping while repeating 2) through 
8); 10) Determination of a prototype (at the design drawing 
level); 11) Prototype test production; 12) Presentation at a 
fashion show; 13) Examination through a questionnaire and 
an interview. 
Next, we will note our observations during the procedure 





the theme “East Meets Arctic” was explained by the Finnish 
side and winter’s visual scenery and life culture in Japan 
were presented. Participants broke into groups to decide on 
their respective group themes.
2) Ethnographic research
We visited a local school near UOL, where kinder garteners and 
young elementary school students spend their after­school 
hours until their parents pick them up. Early No vember in 
Rovaniemi City, where the university is located, is equivalent 
to January in Japan in terms of coldness. When we visited 
them, the children had just finished their afternoon snack 
and had started playing. they had skiwear­like clothes on 
and were playing freely in the athletic field in the water 
puddles there. the girls showed concern about getting their 
clothes dirty while the boys did not seem to mind and played 
carefree. Outdoors, we did not have direct contact with 
them but observed the touchpoints between them and their 
clothes.
3) Persona setting
Here, we did not use the term “persona” but did the setting for 
the following items. that is, the groups discussed Person, Age, 
Character, Style or taste, Family, Friends and Hobbies, then 
did their setting. After going through the following role playing, 
they drew pictures of the grandmother and the grandchild in a 
paper space specified as “Draw the person here”.
4) Role playing in a virtual space
As for prototyping at SINCO, we first implemented role- 
playing for providing ser vice when taking a lift at a winter 
ski resort in cold environment. this served as a warm up for 
acting in a more realistic setting. Since participants need 
to use their body and also others are watching, laypersons 
would need some training to act as a target person.
Role players are expected to act seriously to be the target 
persona in this audio­visually staged environment.
When the training is finished, role playing was 
implemented for actual prototyping. the participants did 
role playing in scenes such as when the grandmother 
and the grandchild go out shopping and when they enter 
a building from outside where it is extremely cold. the 
objective was to deeply understand the user experience 
(UX, hereafter) of the grandmother and the grandchild who 
presumably wore clothes suited to the scenes.
Images of scenes when walking, getting in or out of a car, 
scenes at a shopping center, scenes when returning home 
and entering the house from outside were projected at 
SINCO and the role players acted in a realistic environment. 
Both players and the observers used imagination to extract 
touchpoints and characteristics of designs.
5) Mood board preparation
Magazine clips, printed material of information searched for 




board as collage to facilitate sharing of images inside the 
group and between groups. 
Items 6) (Verbal) brain storming, 7) Sketching and 8) Presentation 
are general activities and so omitted here. 
9) Design drawing and prototyping while repeating 2) 
through 8)
After going through the above process, the participants drew 
designs of materials, colors, and forms, including simulations. 
If they were improvements of ready­made designs, they did 
prototyping using an interactive board.
10) Determination of a prototype (at the design drawing 
level)
11) Prototype test production 
12) Presentation at a fashion show
13) Examination through a questionnaire and an interview
Actual production and completion were carried out by the 
UOL and its foreign students and they were presented 
at a fashion show at 
Christmas Creation 2014 
in December, 2014, held 
at Yamaguchi Prefectural 
Art Museum. they were 
examined through a 
questionnaire survey.
the above was a de­
scription of the process 
of a clothing design WS 
which incorpora ted a 
set of service de sign 
methods. this metho­
dology, which was de­
signed to lead to a result 
in a short period of time, 
may provide some clues 
to “service sprint.” Going 
through each stage of the above enables us to have concrete 
individualities and attributes which allows us to picture 
users more easily, based on the definition of archetypes 
representing the user group. In an actual persona creation 
process, personas are given names and free portraits are 
attached; thereby, participants can see them as someone 
with specific individualities, rather than as mere users, and 
are enabled to create UXs. 
the above case did not allow us enough time for detailed 
research; however, we consider it as an effective tool which 
enables us to share images between teams through making 
the mood board for designing and observations, to design 
intuitively, and to draw out unique designs.
 
Improvement and Design of Nurse Wear by Life 
Innovation Research Team LIRT
LIRt was formed in 2013 to incorporate service design to 
solve problems in medical and welfare fields. Therefore, we 
focused on improvement of nurse wear and design proposal 
as specific subjects. The team started initially with seven 
members from YPU’s Nursing and Nutrition Faculty, Social 
Welfare Faculty and International Cultural Studies initially, 
eventually becoming nine members.9 Next, a collaborative 
research cluster was formed by Nagaileben Co., Ltd., a 
famous nurse wear company with over 100 years history in 
tokyo,and other regional companies in Yamaguchi, including 
the well­known design company Ultrahamai Design 
Office, the product-based brand company Shozanpaku, 
the planning and sales company Harada Co., Ltd., and 
the design company affiliated with YPU Naru Naxeva Co., 
Ltd. Yamaguchi Cable Vision Co., Ltd., which provided a 
location for a service design WS and forum, also served as a 
collaborative research cluster.
 
Study of Nurse Wear
Research on nurse wear was divided into two stages. 
At first, without specifying a specific field, we extracted 
the assignment and set up the ideas for the kind of nurse 30.
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wear that might be needed in the future, after which we 
proposed the design. People involved in nurse education, 
design, manufacturing and sales in enterprises, in addition 
to university staff, gathered as stakeholders to hold WSs 
and “ladies’ clinics” in order to design “teacher uniforms 
for guiding student practice at hospitals” and “high­end 
general hospital nurse wear”. Because they were uniforms, 
we did not set a persona in narrow sense in particular, but 
developed a consensus to adopt elements that could express 
hospital personality as well as elements that could express 
Yamaguchi’s spirit in the uniforms.
For women’s nurse wear, we designed two kinds of 
dresses, and one pants­and­shirt style. In order to show 
Yamaguchi’s spirit, a pattern of summer orange flowers 
was drawn in a clean image on a white dress. Next, for the 
nursing wear for university teachers to wear at hospitals 
where students are trained, it was decided that the uniform 
should be in a jacket style. However, it was assumed that a 
scene such as placing a patient in a bath could occur, so it 
was necessary for it to be easily taken off. For nurse wear, 
one with a jacket and underdress integrated was designed. 
the nurse wear for the high­end general hospital had more 
pockets than the general nurse wear, and a removable part 
could be attached to the end of the collar and the sleeve, in 
a way that department and role could be identified by color. 
For an expression of Yamaguchi’s spirit, we used an applique 
of Yamaguchi’s character “Choruru”.
there was a unique proposal for each uniform, but it 
was an experiment where there were no concrete fields or 
users. However, it was effective as a step to understand 
the functions required for nursing wear and the diversity of 
current products.
 
Practical Study of User-Defined Nurse wear
In collaboration with Yamaguchi Prefecture General Medical 
Center at the end of 2013, we brought the SPS module to 
the hospital for the convenience of the nurses, and we held 
meetings and WSs with doctors, nurses and officials several 
times. Representative nurses from the age of 20 to the age 
of 50 participated as the main users. Unfortunately, patients 
and their families could not participate, but it was physically 
unavoidable, so I interviewed colleagues and their families 
who had a history of hospitalization in the past.
Using SPS, we projected each hospital scene onto the 
screen from the back, tried on various existing products, and 
put out ideas. In addition, the three kinds of nurse wear that 
we proposed were actually produced; the models tried them 
on in front of the screen and everyone wrote suggestions on 
post­it notes, thus allowing for a free exchange of opinions, 
regardless of position or age.
However, when it came down to the stage of finally 
deciding, it was difficult to narrow down to a conclusion that 
reflected conceptual themes. Eventually, we decided to accent 
the orange, which is the color of Yamaguchi Prefecture, based 
on the plan that it looked regional, but this was not adopted by 
the on­site nurses in the end. We found that nurse uniforms 
are worn regardless of the season and that the nurses liked 
colors that gave a gentle impression to the patient’s eyes. Of 
course, a number of programs that are set in hospitals, such as 
television dramas and the like, are prevalent, and the tendency 
towards nursing wear has also diversified, such as being 
influenced by the clothing of the doctors and nurses worn by 
the characters. In this trend of diversification, the designs of 
uniforms for doctors and nurses, occupational therapists and 
caregivers are similar, and there are no symbolic elements to 
indicate occupations or job positions.
In collaboration with a nurse at a hospital, I actually 
produced the nurse wear that I had proposed for the 
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design, and conducted a simulation in terms of function and 
aesthetics through nurse’s wearing experiments. I got an 
interactive monitor to actually draw a design picture on the 
screen, and opinions on improvement were also given out. 
Finally, we made proposals for production of the final design.
However, there was a budgetary problem between 
Yamaguchi Prefecture and Yamaguchi Prefectural Medical 
Center, and it was disappointing that the new nurse 
wear was never adopted. Nurse wear for a large scale 
organization like a general hospital is owned by the hospital 
and the nurse rents it on a daily basis. In other cases, a 
laundy service prepares uniforms for each hospital and the 
hospital rents them out to the nurses. the latter is close to the 
system that most hotels use to provide yukata to the guests 
in each room. thus, nurse wear can not be changed easily 
because considerable expenses are necessary in order to 
manufacture about 5 pieces per person. therefore, although 
this research was good practice for service design, in the 
end, the adoption of new nurse wear was not realized.
However, we believe that co­creation with stakeholders in 
special places has achieved certain results. By using SPS, full­
scale collaborative research with the cooperation of nurses 
was very powerful. Although it is generally difficult to share 
ideas and information on more than one site, it is possible 
to experience real situations in virtual environments, so it 
is easy to communicate with users and other stakeholders, 
because the background and opinions of both parties are 
easy to understand.
In addition, the environment created by SPS is an 
environment that encourages ideas, expands them, and 
makes it easy to convey their contents.
Research on clothing design that adapts service design 
methods has just begun. the proposed design of this time 
led to more realistic nurse wear that actually was sold and 
used as the uniform of YPU’s nursing department’s first year 
students – which is a significant outcome.
 
Further Suggestions
In this chapter we examined the possibility of applying 
service design to clothing design by citing some concrete 
cases and presenting phases of respective designs. One 
future issue is to further modify these phases and processes 
and accumulate more cases for each phase, and build up 
theoretical methods for each phase.
Another issue is to examine what fruits will be brought 
to both design and business by applying service design 
to the clothing design process. We have previously been 
commissioned to conduct research on a proposal for water 
jet workers’ uniform.10 there we held meetings with the 
corporation’s representatives and produced prototypes on 
many occasions, and held a fashion show as well.
During the information gathering and brainstorming 
stages, a number of staff members from the company came 
to our research lab on many occasions and carried out 
confirmation tasks. We also did prototyping with some of the 
stakeholders, if not all of them. For preparing presentations 
and model appearances at the fashion show, young workers 
from the corporation took charge and checked their own 
work, which contributed to their sense of pride for their 
work and motivational enhancement. this led to empathy 
between the designers, corporate representatives and the 
practitioners, enabling all to feel the sense of “co­creation.”
At that time, we were not using SPS yet; however, through 
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the user­centered clothing design, the user’s experiential 
value was enhanced and a certain degree of results, both 
mental and physical, were obtained. Had we had the current 
environment with the SPS module, our communication 
would have been facilitated and more ideas would have 
been generated, as SPS can be quite effective in terms of 
understanding the work in a completely different environment 
and understanding clients’ demands. 
Clothing is a medium which supports human activity and 
thus represents phenomena in specific space at specific time 
along with human beings. In the future, with clothing design 
as the axis, we hope to tackle more issues and yield concrete 
results by expanding our endeavors beyond life innovation to 
social innovation.
1. Rontti, S. & Lindström, A. (2014). “Tools and Methods for 
Technology­Aided Prototyping of User Experience: SINCO 
Environment as a Pilot (“The SINCO handbook”).” From the 
introductory chapter. Retrieved from  
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handbook_SCREEN_16062014_ENG.pdf>
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Inobēshon no Shiten kara. Tōyōtosho. Publishing, 2014, pp. 13­16.
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Marianna Suhonen の産学共同研究の成果である。その後、本学でナース 
ウエアの改良（注３）や筆者の研究室の研究活動である「湯田温泉
町まち歩き着」の事例がある。最新の事例としてUOLでサンナ・コノラ 
Sanna Konola がファシリテートしたWSがあり、‘ARCTIC WEARS – 
PERSPECTIVES  ON ARCTIC  CLOTHING’ においてコノラは ’UTILISING 
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS IN A CLOTHING DESIGN  PROCESS’ の章
でSINCOを使ったパイロット的な研究として ’UTILISING SINCO AS A 
CO- CREATION ENVIRONMENT AND METHOD IN USER-CENTERED 















































































とってのヴィクトワール・ドゥトルロウ Victoire Doutreleau やルル・ドゥ・








































































































下の項目の設定を行った。’Person’ ’Age’ ‘Character’ ‘Style or taste’ 
’Family  and  friends’ ’Hobbies’ をグループで話し合い、ペルソナを設定
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AGRI­ARt FEStIVAL (AAF) was started as the “Agricultural 
Style Collection” in 2013, was renamed in the second year 
and has already been held four times. Initially, it was started 
for the purpose of developing farmwork clothes that would 
make young women interested in agriculture, and thus spread 
their popularity throughout Japan. After that, the show was 
supported by cultural groups and companies nationwide, as 
well as by local administration and companies; and it also 
aimed at branding the “Yuya no Higashi­Ushiro­Bata no 
Tanada (rice paddy fields in Higashi-Ushiro-Bata area, in 
Yuya, Nagato City)” that was selected as “tanada Hyakusen 
(Best Hundred Rice Paddy Fields)”. Rice cultivation and 
faith are intertwined in Japan, 
so annual agricultural events 
are linked to primitive religious 
events, and rice has a sacred 
aspect as an offering to the 
gods. 
therefore, in terms of AAF’s 
planning and production, it 
expresses not only aspects of 
agriculture as a business but 
also looking back on the flow 
of history and traditions as 
described above. thus, in AAF 
2016, we held a symposium on 
the rich life found in agriculture 
or in nature in the area. In 
addition, it interleaved “Sou­
Kyoku” (music from a koto), 
traditional Japanese dances by 
top artists and a fashion show, “Nou (Farm) Girl Collection”. 
In the first part we presented the work of “AMATERASU”, 
the goddess of sun and rice cultivation, and “tSUKUYOMI” 
and “SUSANO”, the two of who were the younger brothers 
of Amaterasu Omikami.
After that, we showed the farmwork wear from the 
year’s product development. Commercial work clothes for 
agriculture are generally very inexpensive due to mass 
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production and overseas pro­
duction, but recently there has 
been a trend towards more high­
end products; for example, Mompe 
were sold at the home of Kurume­
Kasuri. However, the farmwork 
wear that was developed in 
my laboratory and sold at the 
unknown “Naru Naxeva”, lacked 
brand power. In addition, because 
we used unique textiles woven in 
Japan and they were produced 
in Yamaguchi’s high­end brand 
manu facturing factory, the wear 
would inevitably be expensive if 
produced commercially. Although 
the original target group (i.e. persona) of the farmwork wear 
was young women, we found that we should also focus on a 
relatively high age group due to the expensive price. 
Our regular customers have increased, and we have 
continued to develop and sell our products experimentally 
since 2014. In order to continue planning and selling in 
collaboration with Naru Naxeva in the future, we acquired a 
trademark for the “mompekko” label in 2015.
As a joint project with Naru Naxeva, we have developed 
three types of items. The first one is mompe-formed pants 
“mompekko”, the second one is a bib­type overall “Salopekko” 
and the third one is a sleeveless 
jumpsuit “tsunagikko.” 
In addition, we developed 
“Monpekko and Haorina” and 
“Aposeosisu (straight­cut jacket) 
and tai­pants (thailand pants)” 
using Yanai­jima textiles in the 
width of kimono, with twisted 
Japanese paper dyed in original 
colors woven into the weft.
In AAF 2016 we introduced the 
works from Super Global Fashion 
WS (SGFWS), the description 
of which will be explained in the 
next section.
2. SUPER GLOBAL FASHION WS 2016
 
Super Visions Make a Connection
   
I was invited to be a presenter at the second Super Visions 
Conference in tokyo 2015, where we introduced AAF 2015. 
At this exchange meeting, I met Mr. Makoto Shirai from 
toshiba International Foundation and Mr. Shikita Jun, an 
organizer of Super Vision. After that, I saw them again when 
they visited Yamaguchi, through invitation by Ms. Natsuko 
Matsuura, the President of Onnatachi no Kominka (Women 
for Saving Japanese Vintage Houses – WSJVH). I introduced 
the WS we conducted with UOL and the specific activities 
of AAF. Mr. Shirai showed interest in these activities from 
the perspective of international exchange and gave me 
some information about the grant project of the toshiba 
International Foundation.
I immediately created a proposal and applied for the grant 
project. In the Asian region, we chose Qingdao University 
(Qingdao City, China) and Kyungnam University School 
(Changwon City, Korea) which are academic exchange 
partners with YPU. In the European region, we chose UOL 
as detailed above, as well as France’s LISAA MODE. In 
June 2015, I joined Cumulus (International Association of 
Universities and Colleges of Art, Design and Media) at the 




Heikkilä­Rastas. We met Professor Anne Balas­Klein of 
LISAA there, and I visited her again in the autumn of that 
year for overseas fieldwork with some students. 
 
Planning and Implementation of SGFWS 2016
1) Planning
We decided to invite one teacher and two students from 
each university, from the 16th to the 24th of October, 2016. 
the guest teachers and students were going to stay in 
Yamaguchi for about a week and do WSs and training in 
traditional Japanese culture in Yamaguchi City. We prepared 
for the students “taiyodo Ryokan”, which is an old­fashioned 
inn on the shopping arcade street of Yamaguchi City, while a 
business hotel nearby was prepared for the professors. We 
aimed for the students to learn Japanese traditional culture, to 
create works in groups and to display their works at AAF 2016 
held at “Renaissa Nagato” in Nagato City. We asked each 
professor to bring two works and each student to bring one 
work beforehand to be exhibited in the lobby of AAF 2016. 
In the WS of YPU, the professors of each university 
would make a presentation about their works, and then 
the students were to present their works in the classroom 
in the same way. Next, they would be divided into groups 
and given the theme “Nature nurturing Human and his & her 
life”. they would create their works through the following 
procedure: (a) create a persona, (b) make a mood board 
based on the persona, (c) draw a design based on the board, 
(d) select material for the clothes, (e) make alternations on 
the material, (f) make a prototype by three­dimensional 
cutting etc., (g) make a pattern paper, (h) make the actual 
work, (i) perform fitting of the model, (j) complete works after 
revisions, and (k) make a presentation of their works at the 
fashion show. 
the themes of modeling were “sustainable” and “zero 
waste” and the prepared materials were tokuji handmade 
Japanese paper, Yanai­jima, Kuga­chijimi and denim, all of 
which are regional resources of Yamaguchi. the coloring 
material was naturally friendly paint made from red iron 
oxide. the hand­woven Yanai­jima and Kuga­chijimi were 
200 cm × 38 cm, denim was 200 cm × 140 cm, and the 
Japanese paper was two pieces of multi­direction Japanese 
paper of 98 cm × 62 cm for each group, and they were to be 
instructed to use it all so that there would be no waste.
2) Implementation
We welcomed our guests from 4 countries at Fukuoka 
Airport on Sunday, October 16, 2016. On the first day of the 
WS (Monday, October 17th), I introduced the sustainable 
aspects of Japanese kimono at YPU. In addition, Professor 
Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas introduced Finnish design, the 
education program of UOL and her own works.
Subsequently, LISAA introduced works by Ingrid Choque 
with the theme “Sea” produced by a group of LISAA MODE. 
they also made a presentation on the activities of LISAA. 
Next, Associate Professor Guangze zheng of Qingdao 
University gave a lecture on history of clothing in China, while 
Professor Koo Mi­Ran of Kyungnam University conducted a 
lecture on the history of Korean costumes.
In the afternoon, after observing the vicinity of 
Yamaguchi’s national treasure Rurikoji temple, we took a 
tour of the architecture at the guesthouse of Saikotei built 
in the Meiji era. After that, we demonstrated dressing in 
kimono with Suemi Nishiwaki as a lecturer, and made a WS 
of wearing of the yukata and Japanese hair styles. On this 
day, we hosted a welcome party at a traditional hall in a 
room with 50 tatami mats.
On the second day of the WS (tuesday, the 18th), the 
students from 5 countries gave a presentation on their works 
in the midmorning. then we went to Yamaguchi City’s cultural 
facility “Chogen no Sato” in the local mountainous area, and 
had lunch at the house of Shoya, the village headman, with 
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an old thatched roof. After that, we experienced paper­
making at the craft center “Shiranami.” the material was 
raw material mixed with Mitsumata and Kozo and the 
participants made one postcard and two bookmarks made 
of colored small papers. After that, we went back to the 
university and I showed a presentation on tokuji handmade 
Japanese paper, denim, Yanai­jima, and Kuga­chijimi, which 
were the subject matters of this WS.
After that, each group considered their “persona” to make 
their works.
On the third day of the WS (Wednesday, the 19th), each 
group made a mood board according to the persona that they 
had decided on the day before. First of all, the participants 
wrote some words that came into their head, and then cut 
and pasted visual materials onto the board. Next, each 
participant painted a design drawing these pictures were 
shared in each group, and the members of the groups 
discussed ideas for the main drawing. they had to make only 
one design drawing in a group, but the remaining ideas were 
also used in various aspects of design and materials.
the next step was the examination of the material: some 
groups made some alternations on materials such as dyeing, 
cutting, and weaving. As the guest participants seemed to 
get tired because of the language gap at this time, we cut 
our work short, and showed them department stores and 
shopping malls.
On the fourth day of this WS (thursday, the 20th), we 
visited “Aiba taya”, an atelier of indigo dye and store near 
YPU in the midmorning. Artist Fumiko taya gave a lecture 
on the process from indigo planting to indigo dyeing and her 
works were introduced. It was a good chance to learn about 
indigo dyeing even for YPU students, because most of them 
had never visited there. 
In the afternoon, each student continued his or her work 
in groups. In the evening, a “rehearsal for the fashion show” 
was done at Lil Lei Dance Studio.
On the fifth day of this WS (Friday, the 21st), we visited 
“Shozanpaku”, the apparel factory, directly from the hotel. 
Denim processing is certified as a regional resource in 
Yamaguchi, because there are many factories for denim 
fashion. In recent years, the number of factories has been 
gradually decreasing, but certification is supported by the 
fact that JFDC was conducted ten times from 2000 to 2009 
with the theme of denim, and the relationship between 
Yamaguchi and denim has penetrated the local community.
“Shozanpaku” is a product brand launched by Yamaguchi 
Prefecture textile Processing Cooperative Association, the 
organizer of the design contest JFDC. We listened to an 
introduction about Yamaguchi’s fashion scene, and also 
visited the factory. Since the participants had to produce 
works using denim material, it was hoped that they might be 
inspired by the factory tour.
After coming back to the university, everyone did their 
best at production, since it was the final day of it. While they 
had a hard time, their works were finally completed with a 
sense of accomplishment and they had dinner together at 
the taiyodo Ryokan.
Early in the morning of the sixth day (Saturday, the 22nd), 
more than 80 members including models, staff and guests 
went to Renaissa Nagato in Nagato City for rehearsals.
After arrival, the guests set up an exhibition in the 
lobby, and after that, they participated in the rehearsal 
of AAF 2016. the professors stayed at Otani Sanso Hotel 
because there was an exchange meeting with AAF staff 
and performers that night, and the remaining 80 students 
returned to Yamaguchi.
the seventh day of the WS (Sunday, the 23th) was the 
actual stage of the fashion show. Producers, high school 
students, university students, who can be said to be 
regional resources in the prefecture, prepared exhibition 
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booths in the lobby of Renaissa Nagato, and had exchange 
with each other. We had distributed leaflets to all the 
houses in Nagato City beforehand, so 700 tickets were sold 
out in a week. We appreciated the warm welcome of the 
people in the area. 
the show took place from 14:30 to 17:00, after which 
there was a tidy up time. An exchange meeting was held 
with meals from 18:00. At 19:00, we put the guests and 
models on a bus and took them to Shin Yamaguchi Railway 
Station. Guests went to Hakata by bullet train and stayed at 
a business hotel near Hakata Station, before leaving to go 
back to their home countries on the 24th.
 
Results
Since I had already conducted WSs on fashion 7 times 
with Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas at UOL, I could 
easily make use of this experience, but I wondered if our 
communication was sufficient.
Our guests seemed to be satisfied and enjoyed the overall 
schedule management and contents. On the other hand, my 
students at YPU had to prepare, participate in, and help to 
organize this WS, in addition to planning, directing, managing 
and presenting at AAF, which was quite an important event 
for us. Because of this, the students at YPU felt considerable 
physical and mental stress. However, they overcame these 
harsh conditions and made the show successful, so the 
experiences were quite meaningful for them. I also had to 
prepare for AAF and work as a professor at this WS, but I 
attempted to give meticulous hospitality so that the guests 
would be satisfied with our WS. Finally, great pieces were 
made in each group in line with the theme “Nature nurturing 
Human and his & her life.” the titles, members, personas, 
and ideas of the 4 group’s works are listed in the appendix. 
through this WS, my seminar students had a great 
opportunity to learn a lot of ideas for living and arts, 
conceptual methods of clothing design, features of design, 
methods of handling materials, production techniques and 
models of four different countries, without going abroad. 
Additionally, the guest teachers and students who visited 
our university could experience Japanese clothing culture, 
design and life, and they must have felt some of the appeal 
and belief, although they stayed for only 9 days. We hope 
that they will tell about their experiences to experts and 
citizens of their own countries.
Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas published “On Pro­
fessor Voyage: Northern statements and perspectives about 
fashion and clothing design” in commemoration of her 
retirement as soon as she went back to Finland. She 
mentioned SGFWS 2016 in chapter “Multidisciplinary and 
multicultural co­operation in international workshop”.
For this WS, I asked each university to make recom­
mendation of students who could speak English to be 
members of the WS but the students of both YPU and other 
universities had linguistic problems in reality. However, as 
Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas stated in the article mentioned, 
participants understood each other using writing, gestures 
and paintings across language barrier. 
the WS was revolutionary as the WS between Japan 
and Finland grew into a multinational one. As for the method 
and content for this WS, we were able to make use of the 
experience which Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas and I had built 
over 8 years. the beauty of interdisciplinary work with free 
thought from diverse cultures, as well as living in Japan, led 
to the creation of creatively rich work.
the WS was an opportunity for participants to get to 
know each other, cultivate each other’s sensitivities, and 
to complete a work that had never been imagined at first. 
Students shared a hard time of 5 days with the members of 
their group, but this experience will surely affect their own 
designs in the future. 
 
Work Descriptions
“DIALOGUE BEtWEEN HER AND tHE CItY” 
Group Members: Annariina Linnea Ruokamo, zhongyan 
Wang, Maya Araki, Shiori Kato, Saki Kawamura
Persona Nickname: Nao. Age: 26 years old. Marriage: 
Unmarried. Occupation: Magazine Writer. Address: 
tokyo. Hobby: taking a photo and reading books. Annual 
income: 3.5 million to 4 million yen. Family: father, mother, 
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and younger sister. Personality: 
lively, sociable and methodical. 
Favorite saying: “Do my best.” 
Favorite music: Rock. Favorite 
Fashion Brand: Vivienne West­
wood. Car: I don’t have one. 
Idea: We used denim on the 
lining to reinforce the part of 
Japanese paper. to reduce 
waste, we made an outer 
using the excess denim. those 
wrapped around the legs were 
made as a reference to Chinese 
traditional costumes. We at­
tempted to represent cities, people and a contrast of the 
world using the back and front of denim.
“tRADItION EXPLORER”
Group Members: Shiori Wata­
nabe, Matue Shimokawa, Akiko 
Harada, Elina Kristiina Ahola, 
Juhee Park
Persona Name: Moe. Age: 21 
years old. Occupation: college 
stu dent. Height: 168 cm. Fa­
mily: grand parents, parents, 
and younger sister. Address: 
Yamaguchi. A way to commu­
ter: by bicycle. Revenue: 50,000 
yen a month. Personality: ener­
getic. Favorite saying: “Yabai.” 
Hobbies: cooking, travel, and 
yoga. Favorite magazines: fashion magazines. Favorite 
music: POPs. Favorite fashion brand: COMME des 
GARCONS. 
Idea: Coat was made by dyeing Japanese paper with 
“Bengara­zome”. We designed a sleeve in the image of 
kimono, and decorated a piece of washi on the back like 
“Otaiko Musubi”; typical Japanese tying for kimono with 
Obi, which looks like a drum. We also considered the belt 
of the pants in the similitude of Obi, which is a belt for 
kimono. Inner wear was cut into slips along the stripes 
of Yanai­jima, after that warp and weft are crossed and 
fabricated like plain weave. 
Inspiration: the design was inspired from the shape of 
Japanese clothing. From our image board, we incorporated 
plain weave from the fact that various colors are mixed 
and from the photograph of the texture. We put emphasis 
on mobility and made a pants style from the viewpoint of 
her energetic personality and her favorite hobbies: travel 
and yoga.
“MOOD FOR LOVE”
Group Members: Riho Miyasaka, 
Yui teshima, Matthieu Arbelot, 
Xiaohui Liu  
Persona Nickname: Mitsuki. 
Age: 18 years old. Residence: 
An old private house in Ya­
maguchi City. Family: father, 
mother, brother, grandmother 
and cat. University: University 
of Art. Favorite book: History 
book. Personality: calm and 
being kind to a friend. Favorite 
magazine: VOGUE. Favorite 
music: Classical and Pop. In­
come of part­time job: About 30,000 yen a month. 
Hobbies: Simple items. Favorite color: pink or red.  
Idea: We combined denim and Japanese paper. By 
applying paint to Japanese paper, we gave out the 
original taste of Mitsuki as a persona. In order to express 
her interests in traditional things, such as living in an old 
private house and liking of historical books, we got the 
idea from Japanese traditional kimono. there was not 









Group Members: Kasumi Shirai, 
Hikari Nosaka, Anna Barraud, 
Hyeon Seog Kwon (M)
Persona  Name: Shio Yano. 
Nick name: Yuko. Nationality: 
Japanese. Gender: Female. 
Age: 26 years old. Occupation: 
Photographer. Address: tokyo. 
Annual income: 8 million yen. 
Personality: brimming with 
curi osity, whimsical. Family: 
father and mother. Favorite 
magazines: photo magazines.
Idea: We proposed a new way of expressing denim by 
combining crumply denim pieces one by one. We used the 
feeling that is a mesh of the map for the pattern of a head.
Super Global Fashion WS 2016 
Organized by: Yamaguchi International and Regional Culture 
Forum Executive Committee. 
Cosponsor: Toshiba International Foundation. 
Chairman: Kensuke Esato. 
Executive Chairperson: Yumiko Mizutani.  
Executive Director: Tetsuo Fujii.
Exchange Faculty / Student Participant List
European Region
Finland
UOL – University of Lapland (Finland, Rovaniemi City)
Professor: Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas 
Students: Annariina Linnea Ruokamo, Elina Kristiina Ahola
France
LISAA – L’Institut Supérieur des Arts Appliqués (France, 
Paris City)
Lecturer: Ingrid Choquet
Students: Matthieu Arbelot, Anne Barraud
Asia Region
China
QDU – Qingdao University (China, Qingdao City)
Associate Professor: Guangze Zheng
Students: Xiaohui Liu, Zhongyan Wang
korea 
KU; Kyungnam University (South Korea, Changwon City)
Professor: Mi­Ran Koo
Students: Hyeon Seog Kwon, Juhee Park
(Overseas participants: 4 faculties and 8 students, in total of 12, 
a composite of undergraduate and graduate schools) 
Reference information, Gender specific; Faculties; 1 male, 3 
female. Students: 2 male and 6 female)
Home
Japan
YPU – Yamaguchi Prefectural University (Japan, 
Yamaguchi City)
Professor: Yumiko Mizutani
Seminar Students:  
Graduate School: Reiko Oda, Akiko Harada, Maya Araki, 
Sayoko Kai.  
4th grade: Shiori Kato, Kasumi Shirai, Yui Teshima.  
3rd grade: Matsue Shimokawa, Riho Miyasaka, Hikari 
Nosaka, Saki Kawamura.  
Optional participant, 4th grade: Shiori Watanabe



























































































う。①テーマ「人間とその生活を育む自然」’Nature nurturing Human 















































































































マルヤッタ・ヘイッキラ-ラスタス教 授は自らの引退に際し『O n 
Professor Voyage: Northern statements and perspectives about 
82
fashion and Clothing design』を帰国後すぐに出版した。ここで

























































































































1. Footprints of Commercial, Academic, and 
Munici pal Exchanges Between Yamaguchi City and 
Rovaniemi City
 
In this section I will describe the footprints made by 
exchanges between Yamaguchi City and Rovaniemi City. I 
visited Rovaniemi for the first time in December 2000 and 
had my first experience of the polar night. I arrived early 
in the morning on the night train from Helsinki and was 
scheduled to leave again that evening. I clearly remember 
watching students go to their classes cycling along the roads 
piled high with snow.
YPU and UOL signed an academic exchange agreement 
in 2010, and since then students from YPU have traveled to 
Finland in order to attend UOL as international exchange 
students. Even in the winter when the temperature drops 
to minus 15°C, or sometimes even minus 30°C, the YPU 
students feel reassured when they see Finnish students 
happily cycling to their classes.
As mentioned earlier, I have been involved with students 
from UOL every year from 2009 onwards, mainly by holding 
a WS in early November each year. Although the main 
focus for the WS is fashion, WSs have also been held for 
products and media. Recently our students participated 
enthusiastically in a WS related to service design.
through the exchanges between the two universities, the 
relationship between Rovaniemi City and Yamaguchi City 
has become deeper. Finnish students who participated in the 
WSs were invited to receptions at Yamaguchi City Hall and 
also to parties with university staff and municipal officials. 
these activities also strengthened the relationship between 
YPU and the city hall, and in the spring of 2014, Shoji Yoshida, 
Deputy Mayor of Yamaguchi City, together with Shoichi Ueno, 
Executive Director of the Yamaguchi Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, Yuji Nagasaka, President of YPU, Professor 
Robert Schalkoff, Director of Global Programs at YPU, and 
myself, in my capacity as Dean of the Faculty of Intercultural 
Studies, visited Rovaniemi to make the first formal exchange 
at municipal level. the meeting to organize this event had 
been held at the Yamaguchi Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry in 2013, at a time when Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­
Rastas from UOL was on a visit to YPU, so she took part in 
the meeting and it provided the impetus for future exchanges 
between commerce, academia, and local people.
the following year, 
in 2015, Esko Lotvonen, 
the Mayor of Rovaniemi 
City, together with taija 
Jurmu, Vice President 
of the Rovaniemi City 
Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, and Markus 
Aarto, the Vice President 
of UOL, visited Sumitada 
Watanabe, the Mayor 
VI
Rovaniemi Arctic Design Week 2017: “Dialogue with  
Nature from Yamaguchi Japan” Exhibition
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of Yamaguchi City. this provided a further opportunity for 
meetings between business leaders, academics, and people 
from the two cities.
From 2010 onwards, Santa Claus had been coming to 
Yamaguchi from Rovaniemi, and in 2014, YPU organized a 
Christmas market in which products from Rovaniemi were 
sold. Clothes made of expensive reindeer leather were 
exhibited at the Izutsuya Department Store in Yamaguchi 
in 2015. In 2016, the life and cultural arts of Rovaniemi was 
introduced at an event featuring Santa Claus held at the 
Chuya Nakahara Memorial Museum Square in Yamaguchi. 
this museum is located next to the “Kitsune no Ashiato” 
(Fox’s Footprints), an eating and drinking establishment 
created by Yamaguchi City where you can also soak your 
feet in the hot springs of Yuda Onsen.  
2. From the Signing of a Tourism Exchange 
Partnership Agreement to Holding an Exhibition
 
Establishment of a Yamaguchi City Booth and 
Signing a Tourism Partnership Agreement
     
the stage was shifting from intercollegiate exchange to 
exchanges between the two cities and their respective 
chambers of commerce. On November 8, 2016, Mayor 
Watanabe and Mayor Lotvonen signed a tourism exchange 
partnership agreement in Rovaniemi.
We were fortunate to be visiting UOL at the same time, as 
I was accompanying a group of YPU students for a WS there, 
and I was invited to participate in the signing ceremony. At the 
Christmas House in Santa Claus Village, there was an exhibition 
to highlight Christmas culture in Finland and the rest of the 
world, and a Yamaguchi booth organized by the Yamaguchi City 
tourism Exchange Division was also presented. the opening 
ceremony for the Yamaguchi booth was held before the signing 
ceremony. Associate Professor Kenji Kurata, my colleague in 
the Department of Culture and Creative Arts, Professor Amy 
Wilson, the Global Division Director of YPU’s Center for Higher 
Education, and seven students from YPU also participated. 
the students were fortunate to see this evidence of exchange 
between the two cities and to witness the beginning of a full­
fledged exchange with the city of Santa Claus.
After the opening ceremony for the Yamaguchi booth, 
I went to Alaruokasen talo in Rovaniemi, which was the 
venue for the signing ceremony. this building is one of the 
few buildings in Rovaniemi that escaped damage during 
the Second World War, and it had been used as a venue 
for international exchange on previous visits of people, 
academics, and business leaders from Yamaguchi to 
Rovaniemi. After the signing ceremony, a luncheon was held 
in the same building. Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas, 
who has become a bridge of interaction between the two 
cities over the course of many years, also joined us for lunch.
 
A Proposal for an Exhibition Introducing 
Yamaguchi Design and Crafts, and the Preparatory 
Process for That Exhibition
It was on this occasion that I proposed holding an exhibition 
to introduce the works of designers and craftsmen from 
Yamaguchi City and to sell their products if possible. Since 
Mayor Watanabe was interested in commercial exchange 
in addition to the existing exchange of Christmas culture, 
he promptly accepted my proposal. Mayor Lotvonen also 
offered his cooperation on the spot.
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this proposal came to fruition at ADW 2017 and was held 
from February 20 to 26. there was some anxiety as to whether 
the event would be ready in time because there were only three 
months from the first proposal to the starting date. However, 
before I made the proposal for the exhibition, I had already set 
certain procedures in motion. Following the Christmas Market 
held in Yamaguchi in 2015, I had taken Erkki Kautto and his 
son Mikael to meet Ichiro Fujii, who is the owner of a shop 
selling Nordic goods called Enza. From 2010 onwards Erkki 
Kautto played an important role as a bridge­builder between 
Rovaniemi and Yamaguchi, but he retired in 2016.
Since I considered that exchanges between the people 
of Rovaniemi and Yamaguchi were important, I planned to 
create opportunities for artists and people to interact with 
each other by building a network of citizens and creators in 
Yamaguchi who were interested in Nordics. In fact, many 
artists and craftsmen were already gathering around the 
Enza shop, so there was a ready­made network. At the time 
of this first introduction between Erkki Kauto and Ichiro Fujii, 
nothing formal was decided.
One of my students in my postgraduate seminar, Sayoko 
Kai, went to Rovaniemi in order to study as an exchange 
student at UOL from the end of August 2016. She was 
friendly with Ichiro Fujii and tokuma takebe, who was himself 
a graduate of the Graduate School of Intercultural Studies 
at YPU. through Sayoko, I heard that they were looking for 
an opportunity to exhibit their work in Rovaniemi. I went 
back to Enza, listened to their passionate ideas, and after 
the completion of the Christmas Market in 2016, I arranged 
a meeting at Kitsune no Ashiato so that Ichiro Fujii and 
tokuma takebe could meet Mikael Kautto, the coordinator 
of the Rovaniemi exhibition, with Ulla Pirkola acting as an 
interpreter. The five of us talked about holding an exhibition 
to introduce Japanese crafts at Rovaniemi and also about 
giving a performance to introduce Japanese culture. the 
result of this meeting was the formation of an arbitrary 
executive committee.
At this time, we also discussed plans for people from 
Yamaguchi, including writers and craftsmen, to make a tour 
of Rovaniemi to coincide with Design Week there, however 
at this stage no­one came forward to sponsor the exhibition 
of Japanese crafts. therefore, when I returned to Yamaguchi 
after having witnessed the signing of the agreement 
between the two cities in Rovaniemi in November 2016, I 
immediately set up the Christmas Finland Project Executive 
Committee consisting of people from the Yamaguchi City 
tourism Exchange Section, the Yamaguchi Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, and YPU.
In Rovaniemi, the local preparations were mostly made 
by Sayoko Kai. Erkki Kautto played a role as the director of 
the event but it was Sayoko who acted as the curator for 
the exhibition under the guidance of Heidi Pietarinen, UOL’s 
professor of textiles and interior design. Mikael Kautto chose 
to take responsibility for designing the posters, handbills, and 
programs. Ulla Pirkola translated the program into Finnish, 
hosted the opening ceremony, and acted as interpreter.
the result was that Erkki Kautto was able to coordinate 
this group with Rovaniemi City, UOL, and also with YPU’s 
representative Sayoko, to contribute greatly to the success 
of the exhibition.
 
Exhibitions and retailing at the Pilke Building, the 
Rovaniemi City Library and Taito Lappi
As for the location of the exhibition, I had heard that UOL 
was going to be holding an exhibition in the UOL gallery in 
Arktikum Museum, and that a fashion show was going to be 
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staged in front of the building, so I suggested that the Pilke 
Science Center next door would be a good location. Sayoko 
Kai negotiated through Erkki Kautto and received permission 
from Rovaniemi City.
Rovaniemi City offered a gallery on the ground floor of 
the Pilke building and approximately twenty companies and 
artists from Yamaguchi participated in the exhibition. Half of 
the participants were organized by the Yamaguchi Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, through the cooperation of Vice­
President Masataka Kawakubo and Ayumi Harunaga. 
the other participants were arranged by tokuma takebe 
from artists who had a connection with Enza. Many of the 
exhibits were relatively small works due to the problem of 
transportation to Finland, so the gallery space was just the 
right size.
the exhibits were installed in the gallery on February 18th 
and 19th and this was accomplished with no major problems. 
Mayor Lotvonen, Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­Rastas, 
Professor Pietarinen, officials and people from Rovaniemi 
City, the exhibiting artists from Japan, and people from 
Yamaguchi City who had joined the tour all gathered for the 
well­attended opening ceremony and reception on February 
20th. At the opening ceremony, after greetings from Mayor 
Lotvonen and myself in my capacity as the chairperson of the 
exhibition executive committee, there was a demonstration 
of how to wear a kimono as coordinated by Ichiro Fujii, and 
a presentation of the ‘Orikata’ folding technique which was 
the forerunner of origami. these activities introduced the 
participants to the world of traditional Japanese culture.
An exhibition of Finnish origami by Sirkka Huttunen 
was also being held there and the opening ceremony was 
a joint event for both exhibitions. the fact that the Orikata 
demonstration was made at an origami exhibition by a 
Finnish artist was an opportunity to recognize that the charm 
of Japanese traditional culture has spread around the world 
and internationalized.
Also, when I saw Huttunen’s work, I felt the integration of 
Japanese and Finnish culture in the plastic arts. this project 
had been born from the exchange between Huttunen’s 
daughter, Sari, and Sayoko Kai, who were studying together 
at UOL. the paper used in the exhibits was paper that 
had been disposed of in the Pilke building and other paper 
that otherwise would have been thrown away; this visual 
expression of the spirit of sustainable Finnish design was 
very intriguing.
In addition to the exhibition at Pilke, Sayoko had 
independently negotiated with Rovaniemi City Library. this 
library was designed by the foremost Finnish architect, Alvar 
Aalto, and the building is famous worldwide, and I had visited 
the library many times before. the artworks by the group from 
Yamaguchi were exhibited in glass cases at the entrance of 
the library, rather than in the library’s exhibition room. to the 
left of the glass cases there was also an exhibition of the 
mompekko collection of Japanese agricultural clothes in front 
of the shelves holding historical books. Mannequins were 
borrowed from the university; the top half displayed a t­shirt 
from the AGRI­ARt FEStIVAL 2016, and the bottom a pair 
of mompekko 2016 Yamaguchi­jima cosmos trousers.
the products exhi­
bit ed were sold at a craft 
goods store called taito 
Lappi, which was also 
an atelier for Hoppana 
weaving. Even though 
the ADW has now fin-
ish ed, the taito Lappi 
shop is continuing to ex ­
periment with selling pro­




3. Intercultural Exchanges at the Exhibition and 
the Next Step Forward
 
the party who visited Rovaniemi from Yamaguchi took part 
in a tour of the city before joining the opening ceremony. the 
members of the group were from Yamaguchi City and the 
surrounding region, and were not limited to the craftsmen 
who were exhibiting their work in the exhibition. Later I heard 
that even at this early stage, a woman from Yamaguchi had 
already made some friends and had invited some people 
from Rovaniemi to visit Yamaguchi and stay at her house.
the exhibition was also heavily featured by the local 
newspaper, Lapin Kansa. I was featured in an article showing 
a picture of me with a work called “Amaterasu – the Goddess 
of the Sun.”
the people of Rovaniemi who read this article in the 
culture section of Lapin Kansa visited the exhibition the day 
after the opening. Sayoko Kai and Mai Ohta (the designer 
behind the MAIOHtA brand who lives in Helsinki and who 
was exhibiting a letter set made from Japanese tokuji 
washi paper) explained the features and attractions of the 
Yamaguchi products in English and Finnish to the local people. 
this, it seems, helped the visitors to enjoy the exhibition more 
thoroughly. Also, people who became interested said that 
they would go to see the goods at the taito Lappi shop as 
well.
As the chairperson of the 
Christmas­Finland Project 
Executive Committee, I am 
planning to turn this event 
into a three year project. 
At the opening ceremony, 
I informed Mayor Lotvonen 
about Yamaguchi’s inten­
tions and asked for his 
cooperation. Also, following 
the opening ceremony, a 
retirement party was held 
in the evening at UOL for 
Professor Marjatta Heikkilä­ 
Rastas. I made a speech 
full of gratitude explaining how much Professor Marjatta 
Heikkilä­Rastas has contributed to the exchanges between 
Rovaniemi and Yamaguchi and between UOL and YPU. I 
took the opportunity of asking the president of UOL, Rector 
Mauri Ylä­Kotola, for his support and collaboration with 
future exhibitions.
Representatives of UOL then expressed gratitude that 
they were able to take part in a broader range of activities, 
thanks to the university’s collaboration with YPU. In addition 
to Rector Ylä­Kotola, the Dean of the Faculty of Art and 
Design, timo Jokela, and 
the Coordinator for Inter­
national Promotion in the 
Faculty of Art and Design, 
Virpi Nurmela, spoke of 
their gratitude for the 
contributions of YPU. After 
ten years of cultural ex­
change with Finland, I 
could readily understand 
the sincerity of their thanks.
“Dialogue with Nature 
from Yamaguchi Japan” 
became the latest step 
in collaboration and co­
creation between the two 49.
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cities of Rovaniemi and Yamaguchi, both blessed with 
plentiful natural and cultural resources. Finland is in the 
vanguard of realizing sustainable design, and the natural 
environment of Finland lends itself to consideration of the 
true blessings of nature. In addition, even if you do not get to 
see the northern lights, in Lapland in the winter you can enjoy 
yourself fully by experiencing the mysterious light of the polar 
nights and the clear space filled with cold air.
Many people from Yamaguchi feel that experiencing 
Lapland and its culture, which is different to anything that 
can be experienced in western Japan, will give them an 
opportunity to re­evaluate the attractions of Yamaguchi’s 
environment and culture. In other words, through contact with 
a different culture and natural environment, many people 
rediscover the richness of their own lives for themselves. 
Furthermore, I hope that people from Rovaniemi will come to 
Yamaguchi, and through contact with Japan’s long heritage 
of history and culture, will return to Finland having felt the 
attractions of Japan and that their experiences will be the 
trigger for new creativity in their lifestyle.
the development of intercultural exchange on multiple 
levels, including exchanges between university academics, 
exchanges between businesses, and exchanges between 
local people, will become the start for new collaboration and 
new co­creation. Heretofore unimagined products and ideas 
have been born and new values created from the activities of 
the people in both cities involved in the exchanges. this could 
be the key towards further regional activation. Rovaniemi 
and Yamaguchi are both small cities but there are further 
opportunities for developing exchange activities and building 
deeper relationships. I will continue to work towards this goal 
as long as time and opportunity permits, and hope that my 






























そして2015年にはエスコ・ロトゥヴォネン Esko Lotvonen ロヴァニエミ
市長がロヴァニエミ市商工会議所タイヤ・ユルム Taija Jurmu 副会頭と












































































































































































ウラ-コトラ学長、芸術デザイン学部長ティモ・ヨケラ Timo Jokela 教授
Dean of the Faculty of Art and Designそして芸術デザイン学部の国際
推進のコーディネーター、ヴィルピ・ヌルメラ Virpi Nurmela がYPUの貢
献に感謝の言葉を述べられた。これらのことを通し、約10年に及ぶ交
流の成果として素直に受け止めることができた。





















Clothing design that utilizes regional resources, which 
I have practiced since 1994, is a method of alternate 
design different from the mode. It is intended to create and 
disseminate a fashion style rooted in life, not from the fashion 
from the region.
Population decline and the decline of traditional indust­
ries has begun in the area where this joint research has been 
conducted. My aim to discover, create and disseminate local 
resources with colleagues, students, industry, administrative 
and local stake holders also pur sues the sustainability of 
living culture as well as local industries. therefore, it also 
aims to create new regional pride by individualizing urban 
life in areas that have been standardized. Since the fashion 
show is a medium that can freely express the mix or contrast 
of regional tasks and ideas of contemporary art, I think that 
fashion shows would work to solve regional problems.
Also, through international collaboration with UOL, 
fresh appeal has been discovered as regional resources 
touch overseas sensitivity. In education as well, it acted as 
an experience of stimulation for students’ rich stimulus in 
methods of thinking, design, composition, and technical 
aspects.
Especially at UOL, adapting the thinking and methods 
of service design to clothing design, using software that 
can simulate clothing design in three dimensions and using 
a computerized jacquard loom to introduce new art and 
interior leads to product development, which has not been 
done at our university. this was very interesting for my 
students and me, and through these activities students have 
been motivated to study abroad.
With SGFWS 2016, we invited teachers and students 
to YPU from UOL, LISAA MODE, Qingdao University and 
Kyungnam University to conduct WS jointly. It was also an 
opportunity to extend the co­creation methods accumulated 
by UOL to the world. Collaborative work was created with 
thoughts, sensibilities and technologies, each country’s 
clothing design sometimes colliding with each other, and 
eventually the participants’ minds were united. As a result, I 
got the impression that many participants had a very exciting 
and meaningful experience.
I have introduced the viewpoints and methods of 
international exchange from around 2000 through clothing 
design. Because YPU has accelerated internationalization 
since the middle of the 2000s, and had concluded academic 
exchanges with Navarra State University in Spain and 
Qingdao University in China, they were asked to participate 
in the commemorative event. In addition, we took part in a 
fashion shows at each university with students at the Virgin 
Commonwealth College of Qatar in Qatar, and University of 
Art and Design Helsinki and UOL in Finland.
through the above experiences, because they created 
works reflecting regional resources, a story was born in the 
work and it was able to appeal to the people of the world. In 
the future, we will continue to conduct research related to  the 
branding of the area. We will continue to research and create 
clothing designs with rich possibilities, with international 
communication as a medium, and hope to contribute to the 
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リデザインした農作業着の服飾デザイン :「農業スタイルコレクション2013 in 
長門油谷 with会津若松」を事例として」『山口県立大学学術情報』第7号　
山口県立大学、 2014年、27‐49頁。




















































水谷由美子 『毛利臣男の劇的空間 ― 舞台・ファッション・アート ―』 繊研
新聞社、2006年。
水谷由美子・入江正敏・永冨真子共著「ファッションを通じた日・西の国
際文化交流と地域文化発信の実践的研究 : ナバラ州における’Yamaguchi 
Meets Navarra 2005’を事例として」『山口県立大学大学院論集』第7号　山
口県立大学、2006年、109-124頁。
水谷由美 子「日本・フィンランド間の産学 共 同 研 究 :  ワークショップ 
‘Wrapping the Body’ と Fashion Exhibition の企画・デザイン」『山口県立大
学生活科学部研究報告』第31号　山口県立大学、2005年、71-72、81頁。
水谷由美子・入江幸江・縄田恵・永冨真子共著「産学・国際間共同による





















YPU	 	 Yamaguchi Prefectural University	 	 	 山口県立大学
UOL	 	 University of Lapland	 	 	 	 ラップランド大学　　　
WS	 	 Workshop     ワークショップ　
COC	 	 Center of Community    地（知）の拠点整備事業
LIRt  Life Innovation Research team   ライフ・イノベーション・研究チーム
SINCO  Service Innovation Corner    サービス・イノベーション・コーナー
UIAH	 	 University of Art and Design Helsinki  ヘルシンキ芸術デザイン大学
SPS	 	 Service design Prototyping System   サービスデザイン・プロトタイピングシステム
IDBM  Industry ­ Design ­ Business ­ Management  産業・デザイン・企業・経営
JFDC	 	 Japan Fashion Design Contest in Yamaguchi ジャパンファッションデザインコンテストin 山口
JFWS  Japan × Finland Workshop   日本×フィンランド ワークショップ
SDN	 	 Service Design Network    サービスデザイン・ネットワーク
JC	 	 Japan Chapter     日本支部
SDL	 	 Service Design Laboratory   サービス・デザイン・ラボ
SGFWS	 	 Super Global Fashion Workshop    スーパーグローバル・ファッションワークショップ
AAF	 	 Agri­Art Festival     アグリアート・フェスティバル
LISAA 	 	 LISAA MODE PARIS    リザー・モード・パリ
ADW	 	 Arctic Design Week     アークティック・デザインウィーク




1. Grand Prize work of JFDC2005, provided by Ryoko Katayama
2. the 7th International Fashion Fair 2003, provided by Yumiko 
Mizutani
3. Greeting by President Kensuke Esato, Xmas Inspiration 2010, 
taken by toshihiko Shiga
4. Greeting by Rector Mauri Ylä­Kotola, Xmas Inspiration 2010, 
taken by toshihiko Shiga
5. Work of JFWS 2012, Christmas Fashion Show 2012,  taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
6. Finland members, Xmas Inspiration Exhibition 2010,  taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
7. Naru Naxeva, taken by Yoshina takenaga
8. Author at the time of visiting professor in UIAH, 2002, 
provided by Yumiko Mizutani
9. Anniversary fashion show at the University of Lapland 2007, 
provided by Yumiko Mizutani
10. LED dress, New Year Fashion Show 2007, taken by toshihiko 
Shiga
11. UOL, 2015, taken by Yumiko Mizutani
12. Finland textiles Christmas Fashion Show 2002, taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
13. Santa Claus’ Village, taken by Yumiko Mizutani
14. Christmas Creation 2015, taken by toshihiko Shiga
15. tokuji Washi, taken by Akio Kawai
16. AMAtERASU – the Goddess of Sun, taken by Akio Kawai
17. Washi yarn, taken by Akio Kawai
18. tokuji Washi Exhibition 2014, taken by toshihiko Shiga
19. tokuji Washi Exhibition 2014, taken by toshihiko Shiga
20. JFWS 2011, taken by Markus Vertanen 
21. JAPAN × FINLAND Exhibition, taken by Akio Kawai
22. Work of JFWS 2011, Christmas Fashion Show 2011,  taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
23. Mood board of JFWS 2011, taken by Markus Vertanen
24. YAMAGUCHI × FINLAND, Clothing design exhibition that 
makes use of regional resources, provided by Case Gallery 
25. Work of JFWS 2012, Christmas Fashion Show 2012, taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
26. Walkwear for Yuda, Onsen town Christmas Creation 2015, 
taken by toshihiko Shiga
27. Experience Roleplaying at JFWS 2013, taken by Kenji Kurata
28. JFWS 2015, taken by Yumiko Mizutani
29. Mood board of JFWS 2011, taken by Markus Vertanen
30. Work of JFWS 2014 Christmas Creation 2014, taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
31. Development of nurse wear, taken by Kengi Kurata
32. Nurse wear for teachers, Christmas Creation 2014  taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
33. the Goddess of Sun, AAF 2016, taken by toshihiko Shiga
34. tSUKUYOMI, taken by Akio Kawai
35. tunagikko & Yanaijima Washcloth, AAF 2016, taken by 
toshihiko Shiga
36. Apotheosis & thai pants, Christmas Fashion Show 2011, 
taken by toshihiko Shiga
37. AAF 2014, taken by toshihiko Shiga
38. AAF 2016 Exhibition at the lobby, taken by toshihiko Shiga
39. SGFWS 2016, taken by Akiko Harada
40. Work of SGFWS AAF 2016, taken by toshihiko Shiga
41. Work of SGFWS AAF 2016, taken by toshihiko Shiga
42. Work of SGFWS AAF 2016, taken by toshihiko Shiga
43. Work of SGFWS AAF 2016, taken by toshihiko Shiga
44. Interchange between Mayors of Yamaguchi and Rovaniemi,  
taken by Yumiko Mizutani
45. Opening Ceremony, taken by Mikael Kautto
46. Staff & artists, taken by Mikael Kautto
47. Pilke Exhibition 2017, taken by Yumiko Mizutani
48. taito Lappi Exhibition, taken by Sayoko Kai
49. the author in the opening day of the exhibition in Pilke, 
reproduced from 21.2.2017 Lapin Kansa (Finnish newspaper) 
pp. 010­011, taken by Jussi Leinonen
50. After party, provided by Mai Ohta
Photo List
